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ABSTRACT:

Cognitive control is referred to the guidance of behavior based on internal goals rather than external stimuli. The brain areas involved in implementing cognitive control are more developed and have larger proportional spatial extent in humans and non-human primates compared to other species. Studying the mechanisms by which cognitive control is implemented has recently gained more attention. It has been postulated that prefrontal cortex is mainly involved in higher order cognitive functions. Specifically, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), which is part of the prefrontal cortex, is suggested to be involved in performance monitoring and conflict monitoring that are considered to be cognitive control functions.

Saccades are the fast eye movements that align the fovea on the objects of interest in the environment. Saccade system is one of the most studied motor systems in the brain. This is mainly due to the simplicity of the saccade system and amenability of saccade-related brain areas to electrophysiological recordings. This makes the saccadic system an ideal candidate to study the cognitive control functions.

In this thesis, I have explored the role of ACC in control of saccadic eye movements. First, I performed a resting-state fMRI study to identify areas within the ACC that are functionally connected to the frontal eye fields (FEF). It has been shown that FEF is involved in saccade generation. Therefore, the ACC areas that are functionally connected to FEF could be hypothesized to have a role in saccade control. Then, I performed simultaneous electrophysiological recordings in the ACC and FEF to investigate the mechanisms by which information is transmitted between these areas. Furthermore, I explored whether ACC exerts control over FEF.
In the first chapter, I have shown that ACC has functional connectivity with the FEF. Furthermore, I observed differential functional connectivity of medial and lateral FEF with other brain areas. In the second chapter, I have shown that theta and beta bands are involved in information transmission between FEF and ACC. Finally, using Granger causality analysis, I have shown that ACC exerts control over FEF when monkeys perform saccade-related tasks.

These findings show that ACC is involved in cognitive control of saccades. Furthermore, the ACC and FEF neurons communicate through synchronized theta and beta band activity in these areas. The results of this thesis shine light on the mechanisms by which these brain areas communicate. Moreover, my findings support the notion that ACC and FEF have a unique oscillatory property, and more specifically ACC has a prominent theta band, and to a lesser extent beta band activity.
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Figure 1.1. Retrogradely labeling of cells in coronal sections (Top panel), and depiction of labeled cells on the medial hemispheric wall (Bottom panel).

Cortical maps inset in the middle: Surface view of the right hemisphere showing the location of cortical injection sites (asterisks), and rostrocaudal levels of coronal sections (a-e) indicated by lines labeled with a to e. The letters f-j in the schematic section (to the right of the cortical map) correspond to f-j in the unfolded map at the bottom. In coronal sections and in an unfolded map, each dot represents 2-5 labeled cells. Regions surrounded by elliptical lines indicate approximate territories projecting to the forelimb area of MI and FEF. Arrowhead in the unfolded map indicates the caudal end of arcuate sulcus. Red dots, FB-labeled cells; green dots, DY-labeled cells. SA, superior limb of arcuate sulcus; IA, inferior limb of arcuate sulcus; Spur, spur of arcuate sulcus; PCS, precentral sulcus; CS, central sulcus; ARC, arcuate sulcus; PS, principle sulcus; Cing S, cingulate sulcus; CC, corpus callosum; CMAr, rostral cingulate motor area; CMAd, dorsal cingulate motor area; CMAv, ventral cingulate motor area; CEFr, rostral cingulate eye field; CEFc, caudal cingulate eye field………………………………………………5

Figure 1.2. Summary of major connections of FEF with visual cortical areas.

The location of specific cortical areas is indicated on a dorsolateral view of the macaque brain. The relative amplitude of saccades represented by ventral FEF (area 45) and dorsal FEF (urea 8Ac) is indicated. The solid blue lines indicate major projections to area 8Ac, and the dashed red lines represent major projections to area 45…………………………17

Figure 1.3. Cortical patterns of coherent spontaneous BOLD fluctuations are similar to those of task-evoked responses and anatomical connectivity. a, Conjunction map of BOLD correlations within the oculomotor system on dorsal views of the monkey atlas left and right hemisphere surfaces. Voxels significantly correlated with three (dark blue) or four (light blue) oculomotor ROIs are shown. b, Activation pattern evoked by performance of a saccadic eye movement task. c, Density of cells labelled by retrograde tracer injections into right LIP. The left hemisphere injection data are duplicated by
reflection of the right hemisphere to facilitate visual comparison. Only regions that showed reproducible projections to LIP are shown. AS, arcuate sulcus; CeS, central sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; SF, sylvian fissure; STS, superior temporal sulcus.

**Figure 1.4. Communication through Coherence**

(A) Two presynaptic neuronal groups in a lower visual area provide input to a postsynaptic neuronal group in a higher visual area. The lower groups represent two visual stimuli, an apple and a pear. In each neuronal group, network excitation (red) triggers network inhibition (blue), which inhibits the local network. When inhibition decays, excitation restarts the gamma cycle. The gamma rhythm of the apple-representing presynaptic group has entrained the gamma rhythm in the postsynaptic group. Thereby, the apple-representing pre-synaptic group can optimally transmit its representation, whereas the pear-representing presynaptic group cannot transmit its representation.

(B) A simplified illustration in which network excitation and inhibition are combined into network excitability. Red vertical lines indicate excitatory neuron spiking and blue vertical lines inhibitory neuron spiking.

**Figure 2.1. Location of lateral and medial frontal eye field (FEF) spherical seeds in monkey 1.** The spherical seed regions have a radius of 2 mm.

**Figure 2.2. Right medial (left) and right lateral (right) FEF seed connectivity maps projected on the F99 template** (Van Essen 2004) (z-score 5 set at cluster significance of P 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). The connectivity maps are shown on lateral, medial, dorsal, and ventral views. Asterisks show the location of the seed region. pos, Parieto-occipital sulcus; cas, calcarine sulcus; cs, central sulcus; hs, hippocampal sulcus; cis, cingulate sulcus; sts, superior temporal sulcus; ios, inferior occipital sulcus; lus, lunate sulcus; ots, occipitotemporal sulcus; ps, principal sulcus; L, left; R, right.

**Figure 2.3. Left medial (left) and right lateral (right) FEF seed connectivity maps projected on the F99 template** (Van Essen 2004) (z-score 5 set at cluster significance of


$P 0.05$, corrected for multiple comparisons). The connectivity maps are shown on lateral, medial, dorsal, and ventral views. Asterisks show the location of the seed region.

**Figure 2.4.** Cortical views of both hemispheres flattened to display spatial overlap connectivity patterns of right medial and lateral FEF (A) and left medial and lateral FEF (B). Images show the connectivity pattern of the positively functionally connected areas ($z$-score 5 set at cluster significance of $P 0.05$, corrected for multiple comparisons). Areas in red are functionally connected to the medial FEF, areas in green are functionally connected to the lateral FEF, and areas in yellow are functionally connected to both. White lines indicate the boundaries of parietal areas V6 and V6A according to Galletti et al. (1999) and also premotor areas F2, F4, and F5 according to Markov et al. (2011). Asterisks show the location of the seed regions.

**Figure 2.5.** Cortical views of both hemispheres flattened to display spatial overlap connectivity patterns of right medial and lateral FEF (A) and left medial and lateral FEF (B). Images show the connectivity pattern of the negatively functionally connected areas ($z$-score 5 set at cluster significance of $P 0.05$, corrected for multiple comparisons). Areas in red are negatively connected to the medial FEF, areas in green are negatively connected to the lateral FEF, and areas in yellow are negatively connected to both. White lines indicate the boundaries of parietal areas V6 and V6A according to Galletti et al. (1999) and also premotor areas F2, F4, and F5 according to Markov et al. (2011). Asterisks show the location of the seed regions.

**Figure 2.6.** Coronal slices of the functional connectivity patterns of medial and lateral FEF on F99 atlas (Van Essen 2004) as indicated at top. Red-yellow areas are positively correlated areas, and blue-light blue areas are negatively correlated areas ($z$-score 4 set at cluster significance of $P 0.05$, corrected for multiple comparisons).

**Figure 3.1.** Experimental paradigm and sample traces of simultaneously recorded activity in ACC and FEF. (A) Schematic of the memory-guided saccade task and pro/anti-saccade task. (B) The traces show the multi-unit activity, raw LFP signal (0.5-
125 Hz), theta band pass filtered signal (3-9Hz) and beta band pass filtered signal (12-30 Hz) in a trial of memory-guided saccade task. (C) Same as A in another memory-guided saccade task trial. The vertical green dashed lines indicate the 500ms time intervals aligned on stimulus onset………………………………………………………96

**Figure 3.2. LFP power in FEF and ACC during the memory-guided saccade task.** (A) Average time frequency spectra of the FEF LFP power across 8 target locations in the memory-guided saccade task. (B) Average time frequency spectra of ACC LFP power across 8 target locations in the memory-guided saccade task. The dashed lines demarcate the time of the onset and offset of the target stimulus. The black boxes on top of each graph demarcate the delay period………………………………………………………98

**Figure 3.3. Increased theta and beta coherence between ACC and FEF.** (A) Time-Frequency spectrum of the wpili-debiased coherence between the FEF and ACC in memory-guided saccade task for the population of ACC-FEF channel pairs (n=674). The white contour shows the area in which the subsequent analyses were performed (see Methods). The dashed lines demarcate the time of the onset and offset of the target stimulus. (B) WPLI-debiased FEF-ACC coherence spectrum of the individual monkeys in the delay period across all recording pairs (n=674). (C) Theta band (3-9 Hz) time course of the ACC-FEF WPLI-debiased phase synchronization. (D) Beta band (12-30 Hz) time course of the ACC-FEF WPLI-debiased phase synchronization. (E) Comparison of WPLI-debiased coherence between baseline and delay period of the contra-versive and ipsi-versive memory-guided saccades (**: p < 0.001, t-test). Error bars indicate SEM. (F) Comparison of the overall Granger causality effect of ACC over FEF (G_{ACC \rightarrow FEF} - G_{FEF \rightarrow ACC}) between baseline and delay period of the contra-versive and ipsi-versive memory-guided saccades (**: p < 0.001, ***: p < 0.01, t-test, n=275). Error bars indicate SEM. (G) Comparison of beta band WPLI-debiased coherence between baseline and delay period of the contra-versive and ipsi-versive memory-guided saccades (**: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05; t-test). Error bars indicate SEM. (H) Comparison of the beta band overall Granger effect of ACC over FEF (G_{ACC \rightarrow FEF} - G_{FEF \rightarrow ACC}) between baseline and
delay period of the contra-versive and ipsi-versive memory-guided saccades (***: p < 0.001; t-test). Error bars indicate SEM…………………………………………………..102

**Figure 3.4. Correct task performance is dependent on field-field coherence but not on LFP power.** (A) Shown the comparison of theta (columns 1 and 2) and beta-band (columns 3 and 4) WPLI-debiased coherence between correct and error memory-guided saccades in the delay period of the memory guided saccade task (400-1100ms following target stimulus onset) and the preparatory period (400-1100ms following fixation onset) of the anti-saccade task. (B) Same as A, but shown normalized ACC theta and beta-band power. (C) Same as A but for normalized FEF power. *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p < 0.001, t-test. Error bars indicate SEM…………………………………………………..107

**Figure 3.5. Percentage of units with significant spike-field coupling in theta and beta band.** (A) Percentage of the ACC-units-to-FEF-LFP pairs showing significant changes in phase-locking across the theta and beta frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). (B) Same as (A), but now depicted the percentage of the FEF-units-to-ACC-LFP pairs showing significant changes in phase-locking across the theta and beta frequency range. Statistical testing was performed using two-sided permutation tests, such that chance level is 2.5%………………………………………………………………………..111

**Figure 3.6. Pairwise phase consistencies (PPCs) across delta and theta band.** (A) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the ACC-units-to-FEF-LFP pairs across the delta and theta frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). (B) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the FEF-units-to-ACC-LFP pairs across the delta and theta frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between
baseline and delay of ipsi-verse saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-verse saccades in the delay period (right). It should be noted that the same significant differences between ipsi-verse and contra-verse trials were seen even after we compared the contra- versus ipsi-verse conditions using a permutation test as described in the methods section. Error bars denote SEM in all panels. *: p < 0.05, paired t-test). The rose plots on the side of each graph show the histogram of the coupling angles of the population of the ACC/FEF units.

**Figure 3.7. Pairwise phase consistencies (PPCs) across beta band.** (A) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the ACC-units-to-FEF-LFP pairs across the beta frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-verse saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-verse saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-verse saccades in the delay period (right). (B) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the FEF-units-to-ACC-LFP pairs across the beta frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-verse saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-verse saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-verse saccades in the delay period (right). Error bars denote SEM in all panels. *: p < 0.05, paired t-test).

**Figure 3.8. Illustration of recorded brain area locations and summary of main interareal ACC-FEF modulations observed in this study.** (A) ACC and FEF recording locations (in red shading) shown on a rendering of a semi-inflated macaque brain. (B, C) Illustration of main interareal effects in the theta (B) and beta (C) band with the thickness of connections indicating the strength or prevalence of the effects. LFP-LFP coherence (top row) was modulated during the delay in >75% of LFP-LFP pairs in both frequencies (with increased coherence in the largest majority). Granger causality (middle row) increased during the delay for both ACC-FEF and FEF-ACC directions, but the ACC to FEF granger causal flow was stronger than FEF to ACC granger causal flow at both, theta and beta frequencies. Spike-LFP coherence (bottom row) increased for both
directions during the delay in the theta band, but was different between delay and baseline merely in one beta frequency bin (at 22Hz) for ACC spike to FEF LFP sites for contra-verse saccades. Reduced inter-area modulation prior to error commission was evident in both frequencies across different measures and is described in the text. 

Supplementary Figure 3.1. Schematic reconstruction of the recording sites. The recording sites are overlaid on the F99 surface (using Caret software, Van Essen lab) according to the composite atlas of Van Essen et al. (2012)^2. The left column is the reconstruction of the ACC recording sites shown on a fiducial (up), inflated (middle) and flat surface map. The arrows on the top and middle panels denote the location of the angle of the Arcuate sulcus. Similarly, the left column shows the reconstruction of the FEF recording sites.

Supplementary Figure 3.2. WPLI-debiased spectrum. (A) The phase synchronization spectrum between ACC and FEF in memory-guided saccades is depicted across all recording pairs (n=674). The panel shows larger ACC-FEF phase synchronization across theta and beta bands in the delay period (400-1100ms following the stimulus onset, blue) compared to the baseline (700ms prior to the fixation onset, black). (B) The phase synchronization spectrum between ACC and FEF in pro-/anti-saccades is depicted across all recording pairs (n=674). The panel shows larger ACC-FEF phase synchronization across theta and beta bands in the preparatory period (400-1100 ms following the fixation onset, blue) compared to the baseline (700 ms prior to the fixation onset, black). The shading shows +/- SEM.

Supplementary Figure 3.3. Increased theta-coherence between ACC and FEF after event-related signal subtraction. (A) Time-Frequency spectra of the WPLI-debiased coherence between the FEF and ACC in memory-guided saccade task after subtraction of the averaged event-related potentials from the raw signal. The white contour shows the area in which the subsequent analyses were performed (see Methods). The dashed lines demarcate the time of the onset and offset of the target stimulus. (B) WPLI-debiased FEF-ACC coherence spectrum of the individual monkeys in the delay period across all recording pairs (n=674). (C) Theta band (3-9 Hz) time course of the ACC-FEF WPLI-
debiasd phase synchronization. (D) Beta band (12-30 Hz) time course of the ACC-FEF WPLI-debiasd phase synchronization.

**Supplementary Figure 3.4. Granger causality spectrum between ACC and FEF.** (A) Causality effect of ACC over FEF ($G_{\text{ACC} \rightarrow \text{FEF}}$) in the delay period (400-1100ms following the stimulus onset, blue) and the baseline (700 ms prior to fixation onset, black). The causality effect of ACC over FEF is larger in the delay period across theta and beta frequency range. (B) Causality effect of FEF over ACC ($G_{\text{FEF} \rightarrow \text{ACC}}$) in the delay period (red) and the baseline (black). The causality effect of FEF over ACC is larger in the delay period across theta and beta frequency range. (C) Causality effect of ACC over FEF ($G_{\text{ACC} \rightarrow \text{FEF}}$, blue) is higher than the causality effect of FEF over ACC ($G_{\text{FEF} \rightarrow \text{ACC}}$, red) in the delay period across theta and beta frequency range. The shading depicts +/- SEM. The ACC-FEF channel pairs (n=275) that displayed reversed Granger causality following the reversal of time series are included in this figure.

**Supplementary Figure 3.5. Pairwise phase consistencies (PPCs) across alpha band.** (A) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the ACC units with the LFP’s recorded in the FEF across the alpha frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). (B) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the FEF units with the LFP’s recorded in the ACC across the alpha frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). Error bars denote SEM in all panels. *: $p < 0.05$, paired t-test.

**Supplementary Figure 3.6. Pairwise phase consistencies (PPCs) across gamma band.** (A) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the ACC units with the LFP’s recorded in the FEF across the gamma frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). (B) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of
the population of the FEF units with the LFP’s recorded in the ACC across the gamma frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). Error bars denote SEM in all panels. *: p < 0.05, paired t-test)

Supplementary Figure 3.7. Pairwise phase consistencies (PPCs) spectrum. (A) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the ACC units with the LFP’s recorded in the FEF across the frequency range of 1.5-100 Hz in the delay period of memory-guided saccade task. (B) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the FEF units with the LFP’s recorded in the ACC across the frequency range of 1.5-100 Hz in the delay period of memory-guided saccade task. In both panels, the peak spike-field coupling is observed in theta frequency range. Shades denote +/- SEM
**LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Anterior Cingulate Cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIP</td>
<td>Anterior IntraParietal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Arcuate Sulcus;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOLD</td>
<td>Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEFc</td>
<td>caudal Cingulate Eye Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEFr</td>
<td>rostral Cingulate Eye Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeS</td>
<td>Central Sulcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAAd</td>
<td>dorsal Cingulate Motor Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAr</td>
<td>rostral Cingulate Motor Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAv</td>
<td>ventral Cingulate Motor Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Central Sulcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC</td>
<td>Communication Through Coherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-PFC</td>
<td>DorsoLateral Prefrontal Cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMN</td>
<td>Default Mode Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>ElectroEncephaloGram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERN</td>
<td>Error Related negativity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP</td>
<td>Event Related Potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Functional Connectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEF</td>
<td>Frontal Eye Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMθ</td>
<td>Frontal Midline Theta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Granger causality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>Hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>Independent Component Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>IntraParietal Sulcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFP</td>
<td>Local Field Potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIP</td>
<td>Lateral IntraParietal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOP</td>
<td>Lateral Occipital Parietal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUS</td>
<td>Lunate Sulcus;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP</td>
<td>Medial Dorsal Parietal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIP</td>
<td>Medial IntraParietal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmHg</td>
<td>millimeters of mercury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ms</td>
<td>Millisecond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST</td>
<td>Medial Superior Temporal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Middle Temporal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTS</td>
<td>OccipitoTemporal Sulcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>PreCentral Sulcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC</td>
<td>PreFrontal Cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIP</td>
<td>Posterior IntraParietal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>Parietal-Occipital area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC</td>
<td>Pairwise Phase Consistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Principle Sulcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Region Of Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-fMRI</td>
<td>Resting-State fMRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSN</td>
<td>Resting State Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Superior Colliculus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec</td>
<td>second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>Sylvian Fissure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA</td>
<td>Supplementary Motor Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
<td>Superior Temporal Sulcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>Ventral IntraParietal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vl-PFC</td>
<td>VentroLateral Prefrontal Cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOT</td>
<td>Ventral OccipitoTemporal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Ventral Posterior area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPLI</td>
<td>Weighted phase Lag Index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1:

1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION:
Cognitive control refers to the adjustments made in the processing of sensory inputs and motor outputs to serve internal goals (Miller and Cohen 2001). A few examples of cognitive control functions are attention, working memory, and decision making (Miller and Cohen 2001). A network of brain areas is involved in cognitive control including the prefrontal cortex (Fuster 2008). The prefrontal cortex performs cognitive control functions through exerting top-down control on other cortical areas. Top-down control is needed when the behavior is not driven by merely the sensory stimuli, but also by internal intentions and goals (Miller and Cohen 2001). The medial prefrontal cortex and in particular, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has been suggested to exert top-down control on other cortical areas. The ACC has been suggested to be involved in a multitude of cognitively demanding tasks, and therefore, a brief review of literature surrounding ACC function is provided in below.

1.1. ANTERIOR CINGULATE CORTEX (ACC):

1.1.1. History:
The cingulate cortex was initially thought of as a cortical area associated with the limbic system (MacLean 1990). However, substantial evidence that gathered through neuroimaging and electrophysiological experiments in 1990s and thereafter, casted doubt on this theory. In fact, it was shown that large parts of the cingulate cortex are involved in visual, motor, and higher cognitive functions (Vogt 2009). Additionally, the rostral and
subgenual ACC possess autonomic properties that could be considered as limbic functions (Dum and Strick 2002). Further studies found that the ACC is comprised of cytoarchitectonically distinct subdivisions that are involved in a variety of functions. Below, I will describe the subdivisions and the most commonly studied functions of the ACC.

1.1.2. ACC subdivisions:

ACC is part of the medial prefrontal cortex. The cingulate cortex was viewed as a single functional unit for the most part of the last century. In separate reports, Papez (1937) and MacLean (1954) have defined the cingulate cortex as part of the limbic system and they emphasized that the cingulate cortex is involved in emotional responses (Maclean 1954; Papez 1995). This view of cingulate function did not consider the motor and visuo-spatial properties of the cingulate cortex. In a different model of the cingulate cortex structure based on the cytoarchitectonic characteristics, the dual subdivision for the cingulate cortex, the anterior and the posterior cingulate cortices, was proposed (Brodmann and Garey 1994). The dual model of the cingulate cortex provides a more precise description of the functional and cytological properties of the cingulate cortex. For example, the anterior cingulate cortex is mainly involved in executive functioning whereas the posterior cingulate cortex is involved in evaluative processes (Vogt 2009). The dual model of the cingulate cortex subdivision is a dominant model and is used in many current reports to refer to the cingulate cortex. However, recent functional neuroimaging and immunohistochemical studies have shown that even the dual model needs to be revised. For example, a recent study demonstrated that the rostral and caudal ACC display distinct patterns of receptor density (Palomero-Gallagher et al. 2008; Palomero-
Gallagher et al. 2009). The authors argued that the difference between rostral and caudal ACC is so pronounced that these two areas should be considered two distinct neuroanatomical divisions. Consequently, the concept of mid-cingulate cortex (MCC) has emerged (Vogt 2009). It has been suggested that the MCC includes the cingulate motor areas and is involved in evaluation of feedback and reward (Procyk et al. 2016).

In humans, the ACC includes the areas 24c, 24, 25, 32 and 33 (Vogt 2009) and the MCC includes the cytoarchitectonic areas 24a′, 24b′, 24c′, 24d, 33′, and 32′ (Palomero-Gallagher et al. 2008; Vogt et al. 1995). Monkeys and humans have similar ACC subdivisions. However, area 32 in humans is larger and more elaborated (Vogt 2009). Furthermore, area 24 in humans is larger and expanded more than in monkeys. With regards to the MCC, the major difference between humans and monkeys is the absence of area 32′ and ectocolloidal divisions of area 33′ in monkeys. The absence of a paracingulate sulcus in monkeys is the gross neuroanatomical difference between monkeys and humans.

**1.1.3. ACC connectivity:**

The ACC displays extensive connectivity with cortical and subcortical areas. It has been shown that ACC has strong functional connectivity with anterior insula (Neubert et al. 2015). The other cortical area with dense reciprocal connectivity with the ACC is the lateral prefrontal cortex. Bates and Goldman-Rakic have shown that cingulate motor areas are reciprocally connected with areas 8a, 11, and 46 in the prefrontal cortex (Bates and Goldman-Rakic 1993). In another anatomical tracing study, Wang and colleagues found areas within the ACC with direct projection to the frontal eye fields (Figure 1.1). These findings support the notion that ACC is involved in the integration of cognitive
functions with sensori-motor commands (Naito et al. 2000). The findings from anatomical tracing studies are also in line with results from resting-state functional connectivity, which will be discussed in section 1.2.5.1 below; e.g. see (Hutchison et al. 2012).

1.1.4. ACC functions:

The ACC has been described as one of the prefrontal areas exerting top-down control over other brain regions (Silvetti et al. 2014). Some of the functions that the ACC has been suggested to be involved in include conflict monitoring, reward monitoring, performance monitoring, and working memory (Brignani et al. 2010). Furthermore, the ACC has been shown to have motor as well as emotional and motivational functions (Silvetti et al. 2014). Thus, there are a multitude of sensori-motor and cognitive functions that have been attributed to the ACC. Some of these functions, and also the models that have been developed in recent years to describe the ACC role in cognitive control, will be briefly discussed next.
Figure 1.1. Retrogradely labeling of cells in coronal sections (Top panel), and depiction of labeled cells on the medial hemispheric wall (Bottom panel).

Cortical maps inset in the middle: Surface view of the right hemisphere showing the location of cortical injection sites (asterisks), and rostrocaudal levels of coronal sections (a-e) indicated by lines labeled with a to e. The letters f-j in the schematic section (to the right of the cortical map) correspond to f-j in the unfolded map at the bottom. In coronal sections and in an unfolded map, each dot represents 2-5 labeled cells. Regions surrounded by elliptical lines indicate approximate territories projecting to the forelimb area of MI and FEF. Arrowhead in the unfolded map indicates the caudal end of arcuate sulcus. Red dots, FB-labeled cells; green dots, DY-labeled cells. SA, superior limb of arcuate sulcus; IA, inferior limb of arcuate sulcus; Spur, spur of arcuate sulcus; PCS, precentral sulcus; CS, central sulcus; ARC, arcuate sulcus; PS, principle sulcus; Cing S, cingulate sulcus; CC, corpus callosum; CMAr, rostral cingulate motor area; CMAd, dorsal cingulate motor area; CMAv, ventral cingulate motor area; CEFr, rostral cingulate eye field; CEFc, caudal cingulate eye field.

With permission from (Wang et al. 2004).
1.1.4.1. ACC and motor functions:

The ACC displays a variety of motor properties. Electrical micro-stimulation of the ACC results in complex movements of the mouth and forelimbs in macaque monkeys (Luppino et al. 1991). It has been shown that the eye and face movement-related activity in cingulate cortex is more prevalent in rostral cingulate cortex, whereas forelimb movement-related activity is most commonly observed in caudal cingulate cortex (Procyk et al. 2016). Furthermore, micro-stimulation of the monkey ACC can elicit vocalizations together with autonomic emotional motor responses (Muller-Preuss et al. 1980; Paus 2001). The involvement of ACC in vocalizations has also been observed in other mammals, e.g., the elicited vocalizations in bats exhibited a tonotopic organization within the ACC with a distinct frequency map, similar to somatotopic pattern of the motor functions (Gooler and O'Neill 1987). Yet, micro-stimulation of the human ACC does not result in vocalizations (Devinsky et al. 1995). Indeed, the ACC motor map in humans is organized in a caudal-to-rostral gradient, with the highest density of neurons with motor and premotor activities located in the caudal ACC (Dum and Strick 2002). The caudal ACC in this map corresponds with areas ventral to the supplementary motor area.

It has also been suggested that the ACC is involved in the control of saccadic eye movements (Kennerley and Wallis 2009; Wang et al. 2004). Indeed, Wang and colleagues have shown that there are areas within the ACC with direct projections to the frontal eye fields (FEF) as shown in Figure 1.1 (Wang et al. 2004). They named these areas the cingulate eye fields. However, the activity of ACC neurons in these “cingulate eye fields” has yet to be characterized.
According to the above mentioned studies, it can be concluded that motor and cognitive signals are represented simultaneously in the ACC. Paus has argued that the presence of motor activity in combination with the cognitive control function within the ACC serves as an advantage to transform goals and intentions into actions (Paus 2001).

1.1.4.2. **ACC and the limbic system:**

The ACC has been classically considered to be part of the limbic system (Papez 1995). It has been shown that it has strong anatomical connections with the hippocampus through the parahippocampal gyrus (Nieuwenhuys et al. 1981; Silvetti et al. 2014). Electrical micro-stimulation of the ACC could evoke motivational and emotional responses (Parvizi et al. 2013). In the study conducted by Parvizi et al., it was shown that stimulation of the ACC triggered expectations of impending challenge coupled with a “will to persevere” (Parvizi et al. 2013). Correspondingly, there have been studies showing that ACC micro-stimulation leads to autonomic responses such as changes in blood pressure, heart rate, and penile erection (Devinsky et al. 1995; Parvizi et al. 2013). The visceral and autonomic functions of the ACC follow a rostro-caudal gradient with rostral ACC possessing higher levels of autonomic functions (Dum and Strick 2002). Finally, the ACC receives nociceptive projections from thalamus (Vogt et al. 1979).

Similar to motor functions of the ACC, the autonomic and motivational responses in the ACC are prominently linked to the cognitive demands of the tasks (Critchley and Mathias 2003; Gabriel et al. 1991) and therefore, ACC could be considered as an area that integrates these various functions.
1.1.4.3. ACC and conflict monitoring:

One of the key capabilities of humans and non-human primates is their ability to effectively adjust their behavior in response to a wide variety of behavioral challenges they encounter. This becomes more important when the challenges include choosing between competing stimuli or suppression of a prepotent response. The first steps in processing and responding to these challenging situations are the timely detection of conflict and subsequent allocation of adequate cognitive resources to overcome the challenges imposed by these conflicting situations. It is widely believed that the ACC provides the main neural substrates for conflict detection (Carter and van Veen 2007). Some of the earlier evidence for its involvement in conflict monitoring came from experiments using the Stroop task (Stroop 1935); for a review see (MacLeod and MacDonald 2000). In the classic Stroop task, the subjects name the color in which the words are presented. It has been observed that subjects respond faster when the name of the color matches the word itself (congruent trials), whereas the response time is significantly longer in trials when words refer to different colors (incongruent trials) (Botvinick et al. 2004). It has been demonstrated that ACC is activated when subjects perform incongruent trials of the Stroop task (Botvinick et al. 2004; MacLeod and MacDonald 2000). Moreover, the ACC is involved in a variety of other cognitive tasks where a proponent response has to be suppressed in favor of a task-relevant behavior (Braver et al. 2001; Paus et al. 1993). It has been suggested that ACC activation in high conflict trials recruits more cognitive resources to perform the desired task. This suggestion has been supported in an experiment where there was a smaller interference effect (shorter reaction time) in incongruent trials following a high ACC activation in the
preceding trials (Kerns et al. 2004). In the same study, it has been observed that dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex (dl-PFC) is activated following strong activation of the ACC. This finding supports a conflict-monitoring role for the ACC according to which the ACC detects conflict and recruits the dl-PFC to exert additional top-down control to successfully perform the tasks.

The proposal for a conflict monitoring role of the ACC originates mainly from human neuroimaging and electrophysiological studies (Herrmann et al. 2004; Kerns et al. 2004); for review articles see (Beldzik et al. 2015; Botvinick et al. 2004; Cole et al. 2009). However, early single neuron recording experiments in monkeys failed to demonstrate such a role for ACC in non-human primates (Ito et al. 2003; Johnston et al. 2007). Similarly, single unit recordings in humans did not provide convincing support in favor of the presence of conflict-related signal in the ACC (Davis et al. 2005; Sheth et al. 2012). Indeed, these studies proposed a performance monitoring role or a more general top-down role for the ACC rather than conflict monitoring (Hayden et al. 2011; Ito et al. 2003; Johnston et al. 2007). A great deal of effort has been made to describe the discrepancy between results from human studies showing a conflict-monitoring role for ACC with studies that failed to replicate these results. Some researchers suggested that the ACC in the non-human primates might not be the homologous area for human ACC and there are fundamental neuroanatomical differences between the human and monkey ACC (Cole et al. 2009). Other studies pointed towards methodological differences between the experiments conducted in humans and monkeys. For instance, most of the monkey single unit studies that failed to find conflict-monitoring signal in the ACC used eye movement tasks (Ito et al. 2003; Johnston et al. 2007) and therefore, it is difficult to
generalize the findings from the oculomotor tasks to other motor systems. Furthermore, these studies used go/no-go or task-switching paradigms that might not be truely equivalent to the Stroop task. In a recent study, the investigators employed a Stroop-like task, which induced conflict both at the stimulus level and response level (Michelet et al. 2016). The authors were able to demonstrate conflict-related signal in the ACC and provided evidence that the ACC in humans and non-human primates could be homologous areas.

So far I have discussed the ACC’s role in conflict monitoring. There are also several studies suggesting a performance monitoring role for the ACC. Below, I will briefly review some of theses studies.

1.1.4.4. ACC and performance monitoring:

Numerous models have been proposed with regards to the dynamics of optimized control of behavior to obtain favorable outcomes. According to the Actor-Critic models, the critic predicts the reward and expected outcome based on the actions performed and information obtained from the environment. This estimated reward is subsequently compared with the actual reward obtained. Any unexpected discrepancy between the expected and actual outcomes triggers a signal used by the Actor to adjust the subsequent behavior and maximize the favorable outcome (Montague et al. 2004; Procyk et al. 2008). The involvement of the ACC in monitoring the behavioral outcomes and valuating the actions is ubiquitous in the cognitive control literature, and performance monitoring signals have been documented in the ACC (Carter and van Veen 2007; Ito et al. 2003; Quilodran et al. 2008). In this context, ACC could be perceived as the “Critic” component of the Actor-Critic model. It has been suggested that the ACC together with
orbito-frontal cortex sends performance monitoring-related signals to the locus coeruleus (Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005). The locus coeruleus subsequently modulates the activity of lateral prefrontal cortex neurons via adrenergic projections to influence the animal’s behavior (Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005). Furthermore, the ACC has dopaminergic connections to mesencephalic areas such as the ventral tegmental area (Divac et al. 1978). These connections might mediate the sensation of reward and reinforce the behavior following the correct behavioral performance (Watanabe 1990).

ACC and dl-PFC work in concert to provide efficient control of behavior. In a study previously conducted in our lab, it has been shown that the activity of ACC neurons increase in the first trials of a block in a task-switching paradigm (Johnston et al. 2007). In each block, the task rule switched without any previous cue to the monkey and the only way the monkey notices the rule-change is by making repeated performance errors. It was suggested that ACC detects the performance errors and participates in cognitive control in the first trials following the task switch. Thereafter, dl-PFC neurons increase their activity to provide the necessary control signals and maintain the new task rule to maximize the reward (Johnston et al. 2007). The dense reciprocal connectivity between ACC and PFC supports the notion that these areas act in concert to control behavior (Bates and Goldman-Rakic 1993; Paus et al. 2001).

The role of ACC in performance monitoring can be explained not only by detection of errors but also by the detection of unexpected reward and positive feedback (Amiez et al. 2006; Toda et al. 2012). It has been shown that the firing rate of ACC neurons is modulated based on the amount of reward obtained by the monkeys (Amiez et al. 2006). In another similar study, Procyk and colleagues have shown that ACC activity
reflects the representations of expected reward values in sequential behaviors as well as the negative and positive feedbacks used in adapting such behaviors (Procyk et al. 2000). The ultimate goal of detecting reward or any other sort of feedback could be realized in the context of influencing the actions to produce the maximized favorable outcomes. ACC could play an ideal role in this respect because it could integrate the reward-related activity into the motor commands due to the simultaneous presence of reward and motor-related signals in the ACC. In fact, it has been shown that the spatial selectivity of ACC neurons can be modulated by reward value (Kennerley and Wallis 2009).

Shenhav and colleagues have recently proposed a model of the “expected value of control (EVC)” (Shenhav et al. 2013). According to this model, three factors should act in concert to produce the most favorable outcome. First, the current state of the organism should be determined and the expected outcomes of the behavioral alternatives be estimated. The conflict and/or performance monitoring functions of the ACC fit this component of the EVC model. Second, the amount of control signal required to perform each alternative should be evaluated. Further, the system should integrate the expected value of the behavioral alternatives in the selection process. Indeed, it has been shown that the value signals and task-selective signals are simultaneously represented in ACC neuronal activity (Hayden and Platt 2010; Kaping et al. 2011). Third, the final decision should be made not only based on the expected value of the action but also the cost of the control required to perform a certain action. It has been shown that the ACC is also involved in computing the cost of control, i.e. in computing the estimated amount of cognitive effort an organism requires to correctly perform a task (Magno et al. 2006; McGuire and Botvinick 2010). The EVC model can explain the apparently diverse
neuronal activities observed in the ACC and these processes could be conducted in parallel (Rushworth et al. 2012).

1.2. SACCADES AND THE OCULOMOTOR SYSTEM:

Saccades are the fast eye movements that align the fovea on the objects of interest in the environment (Gilchrist 2011). The oculomotor system consists of a number of cortical and subcortical areas that control the performance of saccades in response to behavioral demands. This system is the best-studied motor system in primates due to the simplicity of tracking eye movements and advancements in the neuronal recording techniques (Johnston and Everling 2008). Furthermore, there are only 12 extra-ocular muscles in both eyes (Gray and Russo 2008) that generate saccades, which simplifies the study of saccade system. Moreover, the saccade generators are located in the brainstem (Hepp and Henn 1983) and electrophysiological recordings are easier to perform in brainstem than in spinal cord. The saccade network is comprised of a number of cortical and subcortical areas that display functional and structural connectivity. Some of the cortical areas involved in saccade generation and saccade control are the frontal eye fields (FEF), lateral intraparietal area (LIP), and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Bruce and Goldberg 1985; Funahashi et al. 1991; Shibutani et al. 1984). FEF is more directly involved in saccade generation whereas more anterior prefrontal structures are mainly involved in saccade control (Bruce et al. 1985; Funahashi et al. 1991). These areas send neuronal projections to the midbrain structure superior colliculus (SC) in which the neurons have prominent saccade-related activity (Selemon and Goldman-Rakic 1988; 1985). The SC neurons in turn send direct projections to the brainstem saccade generators to initiate saccades (Munoz et al. 2000; Scudder et al. 2002; Sparks 2002).
As mentioned above, the oculomotor network consists of cortical and subcortical areas that are primarily involved in saccade generation. Other cortical areas, in particular the prefrontal cortex, are involved in the top-down modulation of the saccadic eye movements. Depending on the goals of a research project, different components of the oculomotor network can be explored including the higher cognitive functions. For instance, saccades and oculomotor system have been used to investigate attention, reward, and decision making (Kennerley et al. 2006; Moore and Armstrong 2003; Sato and Schall 2003; Sugrue et al. 2004). Also, saccadic eye movements have been used to identify the cognitive impairments in patients with psychiatric and neurologic impairments (Broerse et al. 2001; Leigh and Zee 2006). Patients with schizophrenia exhibit impairments in the anti-saccade task performance that requires the subjects to perform a saccade to the opposite location of a peripheral visual stimulus (Broerse et al. 2001; Fukushima et al. 1990). The memory-guided saccade task and anti-saccade task will be discussed in further detail in below.

1.2.1. Frontal eye fields:

FEF is located in the rostral bank of the arcuate sulcus in nonhuman primates. There is also an analogous FEF in human frontal cortex located in the junction of the superior frontal sulcus and superior precentral sulcus (Paus 1996; Schall 2015). Early studies have shown that micro-stimulation of the FEF with very low threshold currents (<50 μAmp) can trigger saccades (Bruce et al. 1985). The amplitude of the electrically evoked saccades follows a certain anatomical pattern. Stimulation of the more medial FEF sites elicits saccades with larger amplitude and lateral FEF sites give rise to smaller amplitude saccades (Bruce et al. 1985). Furthermore, the medial and lateral FEF have distinct
anatomical connectivity with parietal and temporal areas. Schall and colleagues demonstrated that the medial FEF has structural connectivity with areas in the parietal cortex and dorsal visual stream whereas the lateral FEF has connectivity with temporal areas and ventral stream of visual processing as shown in Figure 1.2 (Schall et al. 1995). Furthermore, the same study demonstrated that lateral FEF receives inputs from retinotopic areas with foveal representations whereas medial FEF receives projections from peripheral representations of the retinotopically organized cortical areas (Schall et al. 1995; Ungerleider et al. 2008).

The dorsal stream of visual processing is responsible for spatial vision and visually-guided motor responses, and the major role of the ventral stream of visual processing is object perception and identification (Goodale and Milner 1992). The response field of visual neurons in the FEF follows a similar pattern as for saccades, i.e. the peripheral visual field is represented in the medial FEF and central visual field in the more lateral FEF (Suzuki and Azuma 1983). In this regard, it can be postulated that the connectivity between medial FEF and the dorsal visual stream is mainly involved in the motor planning of the eye movements; because medial FEF generates a larger range of eye movements. The lateral FEF, which generates smaller saccades, is mainly connected with the ventral visual stream to aid in a more detailed and meticulous examination of the objects of interest in the environment. A more detailed description of the functional connectivity of the FEF is discussed in the second chapter. Apart from its prominent role in saccade generation, FEF is also involved in a multitude of actions such as visual search, target selection, and transformation of visual signals to saccade commands, which will be briefly discussed in below.
Figure 1.2. Summary of major connections of FEF with visual cortical areas.  
The location of specific cortical areas is indicated on a dorsolateral view of the macaque brain. The relative amplitude of saccades represented by ventral FEF (area 45) and dorsal FEF (area 8Ac) is indicated. The solid blue lines indicate major projections to area 8Ac, and the dashed red lines represent major projections to area 45.

Modified with permission from (Schall et al. 1995)
1.2.2. Frontal eye fields and visual functions:

As mentioned above, FEF has significant connectivity with cortical visual areas and there is a plenty of evidence suggesting the presence of visual signals in the FEF (Bruce and Goldberg 1985). Some neurons in the FEF respond exclusively to the visual stimuli appearing in their response field (visual neurons) and some FEF neurons increase their activity both in response to visual stimuli and saccades (visuo-movement neurons) (Bruce and Goldberg 1985). Therefore, the FEF is considered to be a visual and motor area.

The visual neurons in the FEF do not exhibit feature selectivity unless under restricted training conditions (Peng et al. 2008). However, the presence of both visual and saccade-related signals in the FEF makes it an ideal candidate for transformation of the visual signals into saccade (and/or gaze) commands. In fact, it has been shown that the FEF performs a preliminary visual-motor transformation and further transformation into motor frames occurs in downstream subcortical areas (Sajad et al. 2015). Moreover, it was shown that FEF is also involved in memory to motor transformation, although this transformation is imperfect (Sajad et al. 2016). Additionally, the FEF has been implicated in guiding saccades to moving objects through modulation of the pre-saccadic activity in relation to target velocity (Cassanello et al. 2008). All this evidence indicates that FEF receives information related to visual stimuli, processes this information, and relays it to other areas for further processing.

FEF is also involved in top-down control of visual processing. Several studies have shown that FEF is involved in visual search paradigms in which the subjects have to
discriminate a visual target among distractors (Gregoriou et al. 2012; Schall 2015; Zhou and Desimone 2011). In visual search paradigms, the visual neurons in the FEF primarily respond to the array of visual stimuli in a non-selective manner. However, prior to the initiation of the saccade towards the target stimulus, these neurons display increased activity when the target falls into their response field compared to the distractors (Thompson et al. 1996; Thompson and Schall 2000). The target selection process in the FEF involves spike-field coupling mechanisms as well as spike timing competition and cooperation (Cohen et al. 2010; Gregoriou et al. 2012). A causal effect of FEF in visual search has been proved in studies where the target selection was impaired following the inactivation of the FEF (Wardak et al. 2006).

Further evidence with regards to the top-down control role of the FEF comes from the studies of covert spatial attention. Covert spatial attention occurs when humans or non-human primates attend to an object or a stimulus in the peripheral visual field without shifting their gaze towards that stimulus (Posner 1980). According to the premotor theory of attention, covert spatial attention originates from latent eye movement activity despite absence of an apparent saccade or eye movements (Moore and Armstrong 2003; Rizzolatti et al. 1987). However, Thompson and colleagues used a spatial attention task that did not require monkeys to preform a subsequent saccade towards the location of the covertly attended target (Thompson et al. 2005). The authors concluded that the activity of the visual neurons that signal spatial attention was independent of the saccade command signals (Thompson et al. 2005). In a separate study, it was shown that electrical micro-stimulation of the FEF by currents below the threshold needed to elicit saccades can enhance the activity of the visual neurons in area V4 (Moore and Armstrong 2003).
Interestingly, this enhancement was observed when the response fields of the FEF and V4 sites matched. In the experiments in which the response fields of the FEF and V4 sites were different, the FEF stimulation led to suppression of the activity of the V4 neurons (Moore and Armstrong 2003). This evidence suggests that although FEF can be considered a motor area with a prominent saccade generation role, it also exerts influence on other cortical and subcortical areas.

As noted above, there are multiple cortical and subcortical areas that are involved in saccade control. FEF is a saccade generating area with connectivity to other cortical and subcortical areas. In this project, I was interested in the mechanisms by which higher cortical areas exert control on generation of saccades. I utilized a memory-guided saccade task and pro-/anti-saccade task to study cognitive saccade control that will be discussed in below.

1.2.3. Memory-guided saccade task:

This task is used to examine the short-term memory and/or working memory (Johnston and Everling 2008). In this task, the subject fixates at a central fixation point for a period of time, then a target stimulus is presented briefly in a peripheral location. However, the subject is instructed to maintain fixation during the target stimulus presentation and during the subsequent delay period. The delay period can vary between a few hundred milliseconds to a few seconds depending on the study design (Hutton 2008). The offset of the central fixation point signals the subject to perform a saccade towards the remembered target location. Different brain areas have been shown to be involved in performance of the memory-guided saccade task. In this respect, single neurons in the dl-PFC increase their activity in the delay period of the memory-guided saccade task.
The activity of dl-PFC neurons exhibit spatial tuning, i.e., the neurons’ firing rate is highest when they perform a saccade towards a certain target location which is generally biased towards the contralateral space (Funahashi et al. 1991). Also, the direction towards which the neurons exhibit maximal visual response appears to correspond with that of the delay and saccadic epochs (Funahashi et al. 1989; 1991; 1990). Similar neuronal responses across different epochs of the memory-guided saccade task have been observed in other brain areas such as FEF, lateral intraparietal area (LIP) and superior colliculus (SC) (Colby et al. 1996; Pare and Wurtz 1997; Schall 2015). However, there are slight differences in the activation pattern of different brain areas. For instance, the percentage of neurons with visual response is higher in LIP than dl-PFC and the opposite is true for the saccadic activity (Johnston and Everling 2008). The neuronal signals related to different epochs of memory-guided saccade task is shown to be sent from FEF (Sommer and Wurtz 2000; 2001), LIP (Pare and Wurtz 1997), and dl-PFC (Johnston and Everling 2006) to SC. Therefore, it can be concluded that coordinated neuronal activity in these areas is necessary for correct performance of the memory-guided saccade task. Furthermore, other areas might also be involved in performance on this task. For example a network of fronto-parietal areas was activated during memory-guided saccade performance (Brown et al. 2004). Further studies could reveal more information in this regard.

1.2.4. Pro-/Anti-saccade task:

The pro-saccade task is interchangeably called the visually-guided saccade task. In this task, a central fixation point appears for a certain period and subsequently the target stimulus is displayed in a peripheral location. The subjects are required to perform a
saccade towards the target stimulus (Hutton 2008). There are different variations of the pro-saccade task. In the step task, the onset of the target stimulus and offset of the central fixation point occur simultaneously, whereas in the overlap task, the central fixation point remains illuminated. In the gap task, the central fixation point disappears before the target stimulus is presented (Hutton 2008). Saccadic reaction time is significantly lower in gap tasks and higher in overlap tasks compared to step trials (Reuter-Lorenz et al. 1991). This finding is generally referred to as the “gap effect” (Saslow 1967). One explanation for the gap effect is that in gap trials, the attention is disengaged from the fixation point before the appearance of the target stimulus and therefore, there is less time needed to re-allocate the attention towards the stimulus, although this notion has been challenged in some studies (Dorris et al. 1997). The pro-saccade task elicits a relatively automatic and prepotent response and pro-saccade performance does not appear to employ a great deal of cognitive resources. The anti-saccade task can address this shortcoming of the pro-saccade task.

The anti-saccade task was first introduced by Peter Hallet (Hallett 1978). This task can probe the top-down control. Similar to pro-saccades, the participants fixate at a central fixation point and then a peripheral target stimulus appears. In the anti-saccade task, the participants are instructed to look towards the mirror location of the target stimulus on the screen (Munoz and Everling 2004). In order to correctly perform this task, the participants have to suppress an automatic saccade towards the stimulus, transform the prepotent saccade vector (pro-saccade) to the opposite movement vector (anti-saccade), and generate a voluntary saccade command (Munoz and Everling 2004). A variety of brain areas are suggested to be involved in anti-saccade performance.
including the dl-PFC, FEF, SEF, and SC (Munoz and Everling 2004). For instance, single neurons with saccade related activity in FEF and SC decreased their firing rate before the initiation of anti-saccades whereas fixation neurons in these areas increased their activity before anti-saccades (Everling et al. 1999). The source of inhibitory signal that leads to decreased firing of the saccadic neurons in the FEF and SC appears to be in dl-PFC and the extensive projections from the dl-PFC to SC (Leichnetz et al. 1981) and FEF (Selemon and Goldman-Rakic 1988) support this notion. However, a study conducted in our lab showed that dl-PFC does not appear to suppress the saccade-related activity of SC neurons (Everling and Johnston 2013; Johnston et al. 2014). Other possible sources of the inhibitory signal to the FEF and SC could be the supplementary eye fields and substantia nigra pars reticulata (Munoz and Everling 2004).

The signal for saccade vector inversion in the anti-saccade task might originate in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) (Munoz and Everling 2004; Zhang and Barash 2004). Certain neurons in area LIP were identified that became active when the saccade vector but not the visual stimulus were aligned on their response field (Zhang and Barash 2000). However, the response latency of these neurons was about 50 ms following the target stimulus onset that corresponds with the latency for visual neurons in the LIP. The authors argued that the presence of this response could be indicative of a re-mapped visual response that could contribute to the saccade vector inversion in anti-saccade task (Zhang and Barash 2000; 2004).

Other brain areas might also be involved in the response inhibition and saccade vector inversion. ACC is a candidate in this regard because of its role in cognitive control
as well as motor functions. Further experiments are needed to elucidate the role of ACC in anti-saccade performance.

1.2.5. Cingulo-Frontal (ACC-FEF) interaction in saccade tasks:

It has been shown time and time again that prefrontal cortex is involved in top-down control of behavior (Fuster 2008). The coordinated activity between different sub-regions in the prefrontal cortex is a pre-requisite to correctly perform the behavioral tasks. In this context, co-activation of the ACC and FEF has been observed in functional imagining studies when subjects performed oculomotor tasks (Brown et al. 2004; Ford et al. 2009). It has also been shown that ACC and FEF are more activated when monkeys performed blocks of anti-saccades than blocks of pro-saccades (Ford et al. 2009). In another report, the activity in FEF and ACC was increased following a switch in task rule (Lee et al. 2011). It was shown that the change in task rule introduces more errors in task performance and this could trigger the activation of ACC and FEF. These findings are consistent with the reports from our lab showing that ACC neurons increased their activity following the switch trials (Johnston et al. 2007). The increased ACC activity could provide top-down control over FEF in task-switching paradigms (Johnston et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2011). In another study, it was shown that ACC was activated in the delay period of a memory-guided saccade task (Brignani et al. 2010). The ACC remained activated until the trials ended and FEF was co-activated with ACC during the peri-saccadic epoch (Brignani et al. 2010). The authors argued that ACC provided attentive control and conflict monitoring to correctly select the appropriate response.
Alternatively, ACC could inhibit the saccades during the delay period of the memory-guided saccade paradigm (Brignani et al. 2010).

Similar ACC-FEF co-activation has been observed in other paradigms (Beldzik et al. 2015; Burrell et al. 2012; Jamadar et al. 2015; Pierce and McDowell 2016; Richards 2013) and this co-activation could serve a functional role in the correct performance of the tasks. The mechanisms by which the ACC and FEF communicate remain to be clarified.

1.2.5.1 Resting-state connectivity of the ACC:

The functional connectivity of the ACC has been the subject of a number of resting-state fMRI studies. In a recent macaque resting-state fMRI study in our lab, it has been shown that ACC connectivity displays a distinct rostro-caudal pattern (Hutchison et al. 2012). Rostral ACC regions were mainly connected to prefrontal areas suggestive of involvement in cognitive processes. On the other hand, caudal ACC areas were connected to premotor and primary sensori-motor areas (Hutchison et al. 2012). Margulies and colleagues have reported transition zones within the ACC between the rostral and caudal regions that displayed functional connectivity with dorsal and ventral brain regions (Margulies et al. 2007). The authors hypothesized that these “transition zones” serve the integration of affective and cognitive signals needed to perform the conflict and performance monitoring functions of the ACC (Margulies et al. 2007).

Hutchison et al. (2012) have observed that distinct ACC subregions have connectivity with certain functional networks. In this respect, a caudal ACC cluster across dorsal, ventral, and fundus of the cingulate sulcus displayed connectivity with pre- and post-central sulcus as well as supramarginal gyrus. Therefore, this ACC cluster was
considered to be connected to the somatomotor network (Hutchison et al. 2012). Another ACC area rostral to the previously mentioned cluster, displayed connectivity mainly with the lateral intraparietal area, FEF and dl-PFC, and thus this area was designated as the attention-orientation cluster. More anteriorly, the ACC areas exhibited connectivity with other prefrontal areas suggesting that these areas were part of the executive control network (Hutchison et al. 2012). Finally, the most rostral ACC areas formed a cluster with strong connectivity to limbic regions such as hippocampal and parahippocampal areas, insular cortex, amygdala, and rostral caudate nucleus (Hutchison et al. 2012). These ACC functional connectivity networks were outstandingly in concert with the anatomical connectivity patterns of the ACC as well as electrophysiological and neuroimaging results (Barbas et al. 1999; Dum and Strick 2002; Vogt and Pandya 1987). For instance, as mentioned above, the limbic and autonomic functions of the ACC follow a rostro-caudal gradient with higher limbic activity in the rostral ACC areas (Dum and Strick 2002).

It should be mentioned that cortical parcellation efforts using resting-state fMRI functional connectivity (as in Hutchison et al. 2012) have some challenges. One challenge could be related to the limited sampling rate of functional images, and the relatively small data points collected for resting-state fMRI parcellation analyses (Cole et al. 2010). Furthermore, occasionally there is an overlap between the boundaries of cortical parcellations and exact boundaries cannot be defined. Therefore, it is important to compare the resting-state functional connectivity results with the existing anatomical connectivity literature (Seeley et al. 2007).
1.2.5.2. Resting-state fMRI:

Our brain uses ~20% of the total body’s energy, although it constitutes only 2% of the body weight. This energy expenditure occurs even when the subjects do not perform any tasks and essentially are at rest. Furthermore, the brain energy expenditure increases only by 2-5% of the baseline brain activity, when the subjects actively perform tasks. Therefore, a significant aspect of the brain activity is not taken into consideration when only studying the brain activity in response to behavioral paradigms. Previously, the spontaneous fluctuations in the BOLD signal were attributed to the respiratory and cardiac activity and were considered to be the background “noise”. However, Biswal et al. (1995) found that the brain areas that were originally activated in response to a hand movement task displayed highly correlated activity even at rest. The authors performed a low pass filter (< 0.08 Hz) on the resting-state BOLD activity and this BOLD activity was correlated across bilateral sensori-motor areas. This was the seminal study that established the concept of functional connectivity through exploring the low frequency BOLD signal fluctuations at rest. Even further, the authors suggested that brain anatomical connectivity could be related to the functional connectivity acquired through resting-state fMRI.

Further studies used resting-state fMRI functional connectivity maps to identify resting-state networks (RSN) in the brain. One of the first reports in this regard was Vincent and colleagues’ paper, in which the authors have shown that the correlated low frequency BOLD signal fluctuations in different brain networks persist even during light anesthesia (Vincent et al. 2007). The authors showed three networks (oculomotor, somatosensory, and visual) in the brain that displayed coherent spontaneous activity.
despite deep anesthesia levels. Another interesting finding of this study was that the authors demonstrated that the functional connectivity maps derived from resting-state fMRI studies had substantial similarities to the maps acquired when subjects performed behavioral tasks. Interestingly, the anatomical connectivity maps obtained from tracer injections in the brain also exhibited a substantial overlap with functional connectivity maps as shown in Figure 1.3 below (Vincent et al. 2007). The authors concluded that these coherent spontaneous BOLD signal fluctuations could not solely represent the processing of ongoing cognitive tasks. Indeed, the authors suggested that the resting-state fMRI functional connectivity might reflect functional brain organizations that persist regardless of different levels of consciousness.
Figure 1.3. Cortical patterns of coherent spontaneous BOLD fluctuations are similar to those of task-evoked responses and anatomical connectivity. a, Conjunction map of BOLD correlations within the oculomotor system on dorsal views of the monkey atlas left and right hemisphere surfaces. Voxels significantly correlated with three (dark blue) or four (light blue) oculomotor ROIs are shown. b, Activation pattern evoked by performance of a saccadic eye movement task. c, Density of cells labelled by retrograde tracer injections into right LIP. The left hemisphere injection data are duplicated by reflection of the right hemisphere to facilitate visual comparison. Only regions that showed reproducible projections to LIP are shown. AS, arcuate sulcus; CeS, central sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; SF, sylvian fissure; STS, superior temporal sulcus.

With permission from (Vincent et al. 2007).
1.2.5.3. Analytic approaches for resting-state fMRI:

So far I have described that spontaneous BOLD signal fluctuations at rest or even during anesthesia could provide valuable information about brain structure and function. This signifies the necessity of utilizing appropriate analytical tools to study resting-state brain functions using fMRI. Different analytical approaches have been developed to analyze the so-called resting-state fMRI data. The two most commonly used approaches are seed-based analyses, and principal component analysis.

The seed based analysis is probably the first method used to analyze the resting-state fMRI data (Biswal et al. 1995). In this method, a particular region of interest in the brain is selected, and then the BOLD signal time course of this area is extracted. Subsequently, the extracted time course is correlated with every other voxel in the brain generating the functional connectivity maps of the region of interest. Seed based analysis is not a data-driven method and the investigator should have an a priori knowledge of seed area (Lee et al. 2013). I have used the seed based analysis in my research paper that will be explained in chapter 2.

The next analytical approach that will be discussed here is independent component analysis (ICA). This method utilizes a data-driven approach with no previous assumption about the functional connectivity of the brain. The only condition of this method is that it assumes the data is composed of a number of independent components that are orthogonal to each other. However, it compels the investigator to identify, which components are RSNs and which ones are noise. Also, the investigator determines the optimal number of components in the ICA, although some efforts have been made to automate this process (Tohka et al. 2008). Despite the apparent difference in the seed
based and ICA, it has been shown that these two methods yield similar results in groups of healthy subjects (Rosazza et al. 2012).

So far, I have discussed the basic concepts of the resting-state fMRI and different approaches to data analysis. This technique has been used in a few clinical studies. Below, I will briefly review this literature.

1.2.5.4. Resting-state fMRI and clinical applications:

Resting-state fMRI seems to be a good candidate for clinical applications because of a number of advantages. For instance, there is no need for the subjects to perform tasks. Thus, it can be used irrespective of the patients’ cognitive capabilities. Moreover, it can be used in patients with altered levels of consciousness and even in anesthetized patients. However, there are some issues with the use of resting-state fMRI in patient populations. The main concerns regarding the use of resting-state fMRI are the test-retest reproducibility and inter-subject variability (Hagmann et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2013; Sporns and Honey 2013). Some studies have suggested that RSNs can be identified across recording sessions and different subjects, however, there could be some differences in certain loci in the brain across subjects (Biswal et al. 2010; Shehzad et al. 2009). Despite these disadvantages, resting-state fMRI is gaining attention as an imaging modality to diagnose psychiatric or neurologic conditions. Further advances in image acquisition techniques and improvements in image quality can ultimately help in the more widespread use of resting-state fMRI as a diagnostic modality. Some examples of the resting-state fMRI use in clinical applications will be discussed in below.

Resting-state fMRI has been previously used to identify patients with Alzheimer’s disease. It was shown that Alzheimer’s patients had significantly lower clustering
coefficients in the hippocampus (Supekar et al. 2008). Koch et al. also investigated the utility of resting-state fMRI in the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. They used a combination of ICA and seed-based analysis with regions of interest within the default mode network. Using a multivariate model, they achieved 97% accuracy in diagnosing Alzheimer’s disease (Koch et al. 2012). Interestingly, a separate study found that the default mode network is important in the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (Dai et al. 2012). Resting-state fMRI has also been used to diagnose and differentiate other kinds of dementia such as fronto-temporal dementia (Zhou et al. 2010).

The other potential application of resting-state fMRI is the early diagnosis and management of psychiatric conditions such as schizophrenia and depression. In a number of studies, it has been suggested that schizophrenia is associated with abnormal functional connectivity in the default mode network (Karbasforoushan and Woodward 2012). However, the types of abnormalities reported were somewhat inconsistent, with some reporting increased and some decreased connectivity across the default mode network (Karbasforoushan and Woodward 2012). Furthermore, some studies have shown hypo-connectivity across frontal areas in schizophrenic patients (Woodward et al. 2011). Indeed, there is a great deal of inconsistency regarding resting-state functional connectivity fMRI characteristics of schizophrenia. This could be related to the fact that schizophrenia is a multi-factorial disorder with a multitude of cognitive and behavioral dysfunctions. Thus, the observed heterogeneity in the functional connectivity could be related to the degree of cognitive functioning and also, the subtype of the schizophrenia. In this respect a systematic review conducted by Sheffield and Barch (2016) could not identify a specific cognitive domain showing a particular pattern in the resting-state fMRI
function connectivity associated with certain cognitive abilities in schizophrenia (Sheffield and Barch 2016). The authors suggested that the observed functional connectivity abnormalities might contribute to a general cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia rather than specific cognitive domains.

Similar efforts have been made to identify functional connectivity abnormalities associated with depression; for a review, see (Dutta et al. 2014). The default mode network was one of the networks extensively studied in depressive disorders. It has been shown that the functional connectivity across DMN networks increases in depressive disorders, e.g. see (Guo et al. 2013). Interestingly, (Li et al. 2013) reported that the increased functional connectivity in default mode network was normalized following the treatment with anti-depressant medications. Also, there are several papers investigating the functional connectivity of individual brain areas such as anterior and posterior cingulate cortex, orbito-frontal cortex, limbic structures and so on in depression (Dutta et al. 2014). This evidence suggests that the concept of functional connectivity has a valuable potential in diagnosis and management of many neurologic and psychiatric conditions.
1.3. BRAIN RHYTHMS:

Buildings, bridges, engines and many other systems in nature vibrate. The same is true for neuronal activity, and the oscillatory brain activity was observed since the very first experiment that recorded the electrical brain activity (Berger 1929). The question that arises here is whether these neuronal oscillations are just a byproduct of neural activity or whether they serve a functional role in information processing. It has been shown that even single neurons oscillate at certain frequencies and their activity pattern is dependent on the undergoing cognitive or sensori-motor processes (Hutcheon and Yarom 2000). Even further, neuronal oscillatory patterns during sleep were shown to be related to the prior experiences during the awake period (Buzsaki 1989). These reports were among the first studies suggesting the involvement of neuronal oscillations in information processing (Buzsaki and Draguhn 2004). A multitude of subsequent studies provided further support for this notion.

Neuronal populations in the brain oscillate across a range of frequency bands. These frequencies can be as low as 0.05 Hz, and up to 500 Hz or even higher (Buzsaki and Draguhn 2004; Gulyas and Freund 2015). The power density of the recorded electroencephalogram (EEG) or local field potentials (LFP) signals follows a $1/f$ pattern (Buzsaki and Draguhn 2004). This means that the spectral power of low frequency neuronal oscillations is orders of magnitude higher than the power of high frequency oscillations. When the power of recorded EEG or LFP signal is depicted against the frequency, we observe a number of peaks at certain frequencies and this gives rise to the concept of different frequency bands (Buzsaki and Draguhn 2004). There are slight variations in the exact definition of each frequency band but generally delta frequencies
are between 0.5-3Hz, theta is between 3-9 Hz, alpha between 9-12 Hz, beta between 12-30 Hz, and gamma between 30-120 Hz (Buzsaki and Draguhn 2004; Liebe et al. 2012). There are also definitions for higher frequencies that are beyond the scope of this thesis. Each of these frequency bands is considered to be involved in certain aspects of information processing in the brain. Below, I will discuss the communication through coherence (CTC) hypothesis that suggests a functional role for the oscillatory brain activity in facilitation (or inhibition) of information transmission between neurons.

1.3.1. Communication through coherence (CTC):

The CTC hypothesis was first suggested by Pascal Fries (Fries 2005). The mainstay of the CTC hypothesis is that the neuronal synchronization across certain frequency bands affects neuronal communication (Fries 2005; 2015). A plethora of evidence has accumulated in recent years in support of the CTC hypothesis; for a review see (Fries 2015). According to CTC, the spike output and sensitivity to synaptic input can be synchronized with rhythmic excitation and inhibition cycles. The inputs that consistently arrive at the peak excitability window of the post-synaptic neuronal groups are more likely to trigger post-synaptic action potentials and this results in a higher degree of effective connectivity (Fries 2015). Therefore, in order to maintain a stronger effective connectivity, the pre- and post-synaptic neuronal groups should exhibit rhythmic synchronization or in other words they should exhibit “coherence”. On the other hand, the inputs that arrive at random phases of the post-synaptic excitability are less likely to trigger an action potential and there would be a lesser degree of effective connectivity (Figure 1.4).
Figure 1.4. Communication through Coherence

(A) Two presynaptic neuronal groups in a lower visual area provide input to a postsynaptic neuronal group in a higher visual area. The lower groups represent two visual stimuli, an apple and a pear. In each neuronal group, network excitation (red) triggers network inhibition (blue), which inhibits the local network. When inhibition decays, excitation restarts the gamma cycle. The gamma rhythm of the apple-representing presynaptic group has entrained the gamma rhythm in the postsynaptic group. Thereby, the apple-representing pre-synaptic group can optimally transmit its representation, whereas the pear-representing presynaptic group cannot transmit its representation.

(B) A simplified illustration in which network excitation and inhibition are combined into network excitability. Red vertical lines indicate excitatory neuron spiking and blue vertical lines inhibitory neuron spiking.

With permission from (Fries 2015).
There is a time lapse for the action potential to travel from the soma to the axon ending and this latency depends on the distance between the soma and axon ending, the axon’s myelination, and the axon’s diameter. Neuronal groups at varying distances synchronize across different frequency bands based on the time latency of the action potentials to reach from one group to the other. Distant neuronal groups synchronize across lower frequencies (e.g., beta band) and adjacent neuronal groups synchronize across higher frequencies (e.g., gamma band) (Fries 2005). Furthermore, it has been suggested that synchronization across each frequency band has a certain functional role in information processing. For instance, visual stimuli induce synchronized gamma band activity in the primary visual cortex and this could influence the bottom-up stimulus salience (Bosman et al. 2012; Cannon et al. 2014). The role of theta and beta band synchronization in cognitive and sensori-motor processing will be discussed in more detail in below.

1.3.2. Theta band:
The theta frequency range is generally referred to as the frequencies between 3-9 Hz, however there is a slight variation between different references (Buzsaki and Draguhn 2004; Liebe et al. 2012). Involvement of theta frequency oscillations have been extensively studied in the rat hippocampus; for a review see (Buzsaki 2002). However, theta activity has been implicated in a variety of cognitive functions such as working memory, attention, and detecting the need for top-down control (Cavanagh and Frank 2014). Furthermore, theta band oscillations have been observed broadly across cortical areas in humans and monkeys, more specifically during the performance of higher cognitive functions (Cohen 2011; Raghavachari et al. 2006).
Theta band oscillatory activity has been robustly reported in frontal midline electrodes of EEG recordings (Cohen 2011). This frontal-midline theta (FMθ) activity has been suggested as the primary constituent of the event-related potential (ERP) modulations related to functions such as response conflict monitoring, aversive feedback, and novelty detection (Cavanagh and Frank 2014). Different source estimation techniques and also invasive recordings in humans and monkeys have established that the ACC and/or MCC are the main generators of the FMθ activity (Cohen and Ranganath 2007; Womelsdorf et al. 2010a). The theta rhythmic activity across a variety of cognitively demanding tasks could provide a temporal template to organize the neuronal processes in the mid-frontal cortex in response to increased control demands (Cavanagh and Frank 2014). Furthermore, synchronized theta activity of different neuronal populations in distant areas creates a time frame, so that information can be effectively transferred (Womelsdorf et al. 2010a). In this respect, the action potentials that arrive at a brain region in a theta phase with peak excitability are more likely to be effective and therefore, single neurons at distant areas synchronize their activity with the theta rhythm. This theta band spike-field coherence has been previously reported between prefrontal and visual areas (Liebe et al. 2012). Furthermore, it has been shown that there is a correlation between the strength of white matter connectivity and theta band synchronization between various brain areas (Cohen 2011).

From a functional perspective, FMθ has been implicated to encode various cognitive functions. Some studies have suggested that the increased FMθ activity could be indicative of a surprise, i.e., occurrence of an unexpected “good” or “bad” outcome (Cavanagh and Frank 2014). The surprise signal can elicit further adjustment in behavior
to produce more favorable outcomes (Danielmeier and Ullsperger 2011). Supporting this claim, it has been shown that theta power is correlated with increased reaction time in the subsequent trials (Cavanagh and Shackman 2015). Alternatively, the surprise signal can trigger a set of processes that increase the learning rate and adjust the future behaviors (O'Reilly 2013).

Another set of experiments has suggested that FMθ could reflect the uncertainty surrounding the behavioral stimuli or responses (Cavanagh and Frank 2014). This view is consistent with the notion that the ACC (generator of FMθ) is involved in conflict monitoring. Furthermore, the involvement of FMθ in novelty detection can be explained in this respect. In fact, theta band could facilitate the integration of different inputs (reward, memory, etc.) to conduct efficient action selection (Womelsdorf et al. 2010b).

The above-mentioned FMθ activity is mainly related to the processing of outcome and/or conflict related signals. However, the theta band is also involved in stimulus-response mapping (Womelsdorf et al. 2010b). The involvement of theta band synchrony in performance of working memory-related paradigms could be mentioned in this regard. As previously described, prefrontal cortex has been robustly implicated in coding the working memory activity. Indeed, it has been shown that the spiking activity of the prefrontal single neurons can be strongly coupled to the theta band oscillations in distant areas such as visual cortex or hippocampus (Liebe et al. 2012; Siapas et al. 2005). Furthermore, the hippocampal formation has also been suggested to be involved in working memory especially when multiple stimuli and task relevant associations have to be maintained in working memory (Axmacher et al. 2010). It has been shown that the working memory representations across hippocampal neurons are mediated by theta band
activity (Lisman and Buzsaki 2008). In addition to the spatial working memory, visual working memory is also mediated by the coupling of the neuronal spiking activity to the theta band in the visual cortex. It has been shown that the theta band spike-field coherence of the neurons in visual cortex becomes stronger towards the end of the delay period of working memory, and the theta band spike-field coupling could convey visual information (Lee et al. 2005). The gradually increased theta band coupling of the visual cortical neurons in the delay period is a clear reflection of top-down control, because there is no visual stimuli during the delay period to induce bottom-up influence (Womelsdorf et al. 2010b).

These findings suggest that theta band is involved in a variety of higher order cognitive functions. Furthermore, theta band is involved in top-down control and it could facilitate the transmission of task relevant information between distant brain areas.

1.3.3. Beta band:

Similar to theta band, beta band activity has been implicated in a broad range of cognitive and sensori-motor functions. Beta band is historically associated with motor functions. It has been shown that beta band activity is more pronounced during iso-metric contractions and decreased while performing planned movements (Chakarov et al. 2009; Sanes and Donoghue 1993). The prominence of beta band rhythms at rest has led to naming this rhythm as the “idling rhythm” with regards to the motor system (Engel and Fries 2010; Pfurtscheller et al. 1996). Alternatively, the beta band has been suggested to reflect an active process in favor of the current movement, and attenuates the processing of the subsequent movement (Gilbertson et al. 2005; Pogosyan et al. 2009). In this respect, Gilbertson and colleagues have shown that increased beta band activity is correlated with
slowed voluntary movements (Gilbertson et al. 2005). An explanation to reconcile these findings could be that the beta band is involved in the feedback monitoring (e.g. proprioceptive inputs) of the movements and re-adjusting and correcting the unwanted motor responses (Engel and Fries 2010). This suggestion is supported by the notion that the somatosensory cortex exerts causal effect across beta band over motor and parietal cortices (Brovelli et al. 2004).

In addition to its involvement in motor control, the beta band is also suggested to be involved in cognitive functions (Bressler and Richter 2015; Engel and Fries 2010). Similar to its involvement in motor control, the beta band seems to be more active while maintaining top-down control in cognitively demanding tasks and it diminishes when the task rule switches or when the task rule is stimulus driven and does not involve endogenous cognitive functions (Engel and Fries 2010). As a support of this notion it has been shown that beta band activity is amplified when the task involves internally driven goals compared to stimulus-guided choices (Pesaran et al. 2008). Another interesting finding in this context is reported by (Buschman and Miller 2007). The authors trained monkeys to search for an object either in a pop out or a serial search paradigm. The pop out paradigm essentially engaged a stimulus driven choice selection whereas the serial search paradigm involved an endogenous top-down control. They found that the pop out paradigm led to enhancement in gamma coherence between parietal and frontal areas while serial search regime increased beta band coherence (Buschman and Miller 2007). This study suggests that top-down control in cognitively demanding tasks involves beta band activity. Furthermore, beta band has been implicated in context dependent modulation of the neuronal activity (Bressler and Richter 2015). For instance, single
neurons in the visual cortex have been found to exhibit different responses to the same stimuli across varying task demands (Li et al. 2004). Beta band is a candidate to exert top-down control over neurons in visual cortex and thereby modify their responses according to task demands (Bressler et al. 2007).

Taken together, these findings show that beta band is involved in performance of motor activities as well as cognitive functions. However, more studies are needed to shine light on the role of beta band in cognitive processes.

1.4. OBJECTIVES:

1.4.1. Obtain the functional connectivity map of the FEF:

The anatomical connectivity of the medial and lateral FEF with parietal and temporal areas has been previously explored (Schall et al. 1995). However, little is known about the functional connectivity of the FEF with other cortical and subcortical areas. More specifically, the difference in functional connectivity of the medial and lateral FEF with medial prefrontal areas is not well understood. In the first part of the project, I will address these questions by investigating the functional connectivity of the medial and lateral FEF using resting-state fMRI. I will perform the functional connectivity analysis utilizing the seed-base analysis approach. To do this, I will place a seed region of interest in the medial and lateral FEF and obtain the functional connectivity map of these areas. The results of this part of the project could be compared with the existing anatomical connectivity literature to verify whether the functional connectivity maps correspond with the anatomical connectivity maps. Furthermore, the resting-state fMRI functional connectivity maps could aid us to examine whether the areas that are functionally connected share functional and physiological properties.
1.4.2. Evaluate whether the functionally connected ACC and FEF areas display synchronized neuronal activity:

It has been suggested that functional brain networks form through synchronization across different frequency bands (Bressler and Richter 2015; Bressler et al. 2007; Buzsaki and Draguhn 2004). Each frequency band has a distinct functional role and this could include top-down or bottom-up processes (Buzsaki and Draguhn 2004). Furthermore, it has been suggested that the neuronal oscillations can facilitate (or inhibit) the communication between neuronal groups (Fries 2005; 2015). In this part of the project, I have performed local field potential (LFP) recordings in ACC and FEF to probe whether these areas display synchronized electrical activity and which frequency band exhibits strongest synchronization. The findings of this project will elucidate the functional role of the LFP synchronization in the transmission of information between FEF and ACC. In this respect, it has been previously suggested that the prominent theta frequency band in the ACC provides a temporal framework for efficient neuronal communication (Womelsdorf et al. 2010a). However, this hypothesis has not been directly tested through simultaneous recordings of ACC with other brain areas and my study will address this question.

1.4.3. Examine the direction of information flow between ACC and FEF:

The ACC is generally believed to be an area involved in higher cognitive functions that exerts top-down control over other areas. According to some models of cognitive control, ACC detects the need for control and recruits other areas such as the prefrontal cortex to implement such a control (Shenhav et al. 2013). However, this hypothesis has not been directly tested through simultaneous electrophysiological recordings between frontal
areas and ACC. Here, I will perform simultaneous single neuron and LFP recordings in FEF and ACC to examine whether ACC affects FEF.
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CHAPTER 2:

2. Functional connectivity patterns of medial and lateral macaque frontal eye fields reveal distinct visuomotor networks

2.1. ABSTRACT:

It has been previously shown that small- and large-amplitude saccades have different functions during vision in natural environments. Large saccades are associated with reaching movements toward objects, whereas small saccades facilitate the identification of more detailed object features necessary for successful grasping and manual manipulation. To determine whether these represent dichotomous processing streams, I used resting-state functional MRI to examine the functional connectivity patterns of the medial and lateral frontal eye field (FEF) regions that encode large- and small-amplitude saccades, respectively. I found that the spontaneous blood oxygen level-dependent signals of the medial FEF were functionally correlated with areas known to be involved in reaching movements and executive control processes, whereas lateral FEF was functionally correlated with cortical areas involved in object processing and in grasping, fixation, and manipulation of objects. The results provide strong evidence for two distinct visuomotor network systems in the primate brain that likely reflect the alternating phases of vision for action in natural environments.

2.2. INTRODUCTION:

Saccades are rapid movements of the eyes that shift the line of sight to a new location in the visual field. Although saccades are remarkably stereotypical across a wide range of amplitudes (Bahill et al. 1975), studies of human gaze behavior in natural and dynamic environments have demonstrated that small- and large-amplitude saccades serve very different behavioral functions (Foerster et al. 2012; Hayhoe et al. 2003; Johansson et al. 2001; Land et al. 1999; Land 2009; Land and Hayhoe 2001). Large saccades, often accompanied by a head movement, are made to task-relevant objects in the environment and are followed by a reaching movement toward the object. In many cases, these large gaze movements are themselves preceded by an orienting movement of the trunk that is likely guided by memory (Land 2009). The initial large saccade toward the object is typically followed by a series of considerably smaller saccades on the object, which are thought to provide the necessary visual information about the object’s shape and texture for grasping and manipulation. In most cases, the eyes will then leave the object before manual manipulation has ended.

It is presently unknown how the brain achieves the tight temporal relationship between large saccades and reaching movements, and between small saccades, grasping, and object processing. In the present study I tested the hypothesis that separate functional networks underlie these behavioral couplings. Prime candidates for testing this hypothesis are the frontal eye fields (FEF) that are located bilaterally in the anterior banks of the arcuate sulci in macaque monkeys (Bruce and Goldberg 1985; Bruce et al. 1985) and in the ventral branch of the superior precentral sulcus in humans (Amiez et al. 2006b; Luna et al. 1998; Paus 1996). Although it is presently unknown how large and small
saccades are encoded in human FEF, it is well known that the macaque FEF contains a
topographical map for contralateral saccadic eye movements, with lateral FEF encoding
small saccades and medial FEF encoding large saccades and head movements (Bruce et
al. 1985; Elsley et al. 2007; Robinson and Fuchs 1969). Tracer studies support separate
divisions of macaque FEF, showing that medial and lateral FEF differ in both their
anatomic connectivity and cytoarchitecture (Schall et al. 1995; Stanton et al. 1993, 1995).
Therefore, the known organization of macaque FEF and their widespread usage as a
primate model for the neural control of saccades (Johnston and Everling 2008), reaching,
and grasping movements (Davare et al. 2011) makes these monkeys ideal subjects for
investigating the neural networks associated with small and large saccades.

Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (RS-fMRI) is quickly
becoming the method of choice for investigating the organization of functional brain
networks (Fox and Raichle 2007) across multiple species (Hutchison and Everling 2012)
and their alterations across various psychiatric, neurological, and developmental
disorders in the absence of experimental tasks (Greicius 2008; Menon 2011). Resting-
state functional connectivity (FC) is largely constrained by the underlying anatomic
2007) and is presumed to be a hemodynamic manifestation of FC between slow
fluctuations in neuronal activity (Scholvinck et al. 2010; Shmuel and Leopold 2008; for
reviews see Fox and Raichle 2007; Leopold and Maier 2011).

In this study, I used the RS-fMRI technique to directly determine the FC of
medial and lateral FEF in macaque monkeys. I found that medial and lateral FEF form
largely separate functional neural networks that may underlie the distinct behavioral roles
of large and small saccades in the visual control of action.

2.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS:

Subjects. Five naive male macaque monkeys (3 *Macaca mulatta* and 2 *Macaca fascicularis*), weighing between 5 and 8.5 kg, were the subjects in this study. These data have not been published in our previous reports (Hutchison et al. 2011a, 2011b, 2012, in press; Shen et al. 2012) and functional data have been acquired at a higher spatial resolution (see below). All experimental methods were carried out in accordance with the Canadian Council of Animal Care policy on the use of laboratory animals and approved by the Animal Use Subcommittee of the University of Western Ontario Council on Animal Care.

2.3.1. Data acquisition:

Data acquisition procedures followed in this study have been used to derive functional connectivity maps in previous studies (Hutchison et al. 2011a, 2011b, 2012). On the day of scanning, the monkeys were anesthetized by intramuscular injections of atropine (0.4 mg/kg), ipratropium (0.025 mg/kg), and ketamine hydrochloride (7.5 mg/kg). Afterwards, 3 ml of propofol (10 mg/ml) were administered intravenously and oral intubation was carried out. Maintenance of anesthesia was conducted by using 1.5% isoflurane mixed with oxygen. Animals had spontaneous respiration throughout the duration of the experiment. The animals were placed in a custom-built chair and head-fixed while they were in the magnet bore. Isoflurane level was reduced to 1% during functional image acquisition. The animals’ vital signs were monitored throughout the duration of the image acquisition [rectal temperature via a fiber-optic temperature probe (FISO, Quebec City, QC, Canada), respiration via bellows (Siemens, Union, NJ), and
end-tidal CO₂ via capnometer (Covidien-Nellcor, Boulder, CO)]. Physiological parameters were in the normal range throughout the image acquisition procedure (temperature: 36.8°C; respiration: 24 –32 breaths/min; end-tidal CO₂: 31– 40 mmHg). A heating disk (SnuggleSafe; Littlehampton, West Sussex, UK) and thermal insulation were used to maintain body temperature. Anesthesia was used in this study because there are fewer motion artifacts, less physiological stress, and no training requirements. Regardless of the vasodilator properties of isoflurane and its effects on cerebrovascular activity (Farber et al. 1997), network connectivity and synchronous blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) fluctuations under isoflurane anesthesia have been robustly reported elsewhere (Hutchison et al. 2012; Vincent et al. 2007). The data were acquired on an actively shielded 7-Tesla 68-cm horizontal bore scanner with a DirectDrive console (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) and a Siemens AC84 gradient subsystem (Erlangen, Germany) operating at a slew rate of 350 mT·m⁻¹·s⁻¹. An in-house-designed and -manufactured conformal five-channel transceive primate head radiofrequency coil was used for acquiring magnetic resonance (MR) images. The coil consisted of an array of elements wrapped 270° circumferentially around the head. Magnetic field optimization (B₀ shimming) was performed using an automated three-dimensional mapping procedure over the specific imaging volume of interest. For each monkey, 10 runs of 150 continuous echo-planar imaging (EPI) functional volumes [TR 2,000 ms, TE 16 ms, flip angle 70°, matrix 96×96, field of view (FOV) 96×96 mm, acquisition voxel size 1×1×1mm] were acquired, with each scan totaling 5 min. EPI images were acquired with phase encoding in the left-right direction using GRAPPA at an acceleration factor of 2. Every image was corrected for physiological fluctuations using navigator echo
correction. A high-resolution gradient echo (GRE) anatomic MR image was acquired along the same orientation as the functional images (TR 1,100 ms, TE 8 ms, matrix 256×256, FOV 96×96 mm, acquisition voxel size 375 μm × 375 μm × 1 mm). Also, for every monkey, a T1-weighted anatomic image (TE 2.5 ms, TR 2,300 ms, TI 800 ms, FOV 96×96 mm, 750-μm isotropic resolution) was acquired.

### 2.3.2. Image preprocessing:

Functional MRI preprocessing was carried out using the FSL software package (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). The preprocessing procedure included motion correction (6-parameter affine transformation), brain extraction, spatial smoothing (full-width at half-maximum 2 mm), high-pass temporal filtering (Gaussian-weighted least-squares straight line fitting with 100 s), low-pass temporal filtering (half-width at half-maximum 2.8 s, Gaussian filter), and nonlinear registration (fMRIB nonlinear image registration tool: FNIRT; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FNIRT) to the individual monkey’s T2-weighted image. Global mean signal was not regressed out from the data because of its propensity for finding more anticorrelations (Murphy et al. 2009) and because it might remove physiologically important signals (Scholvinck et al. 2010).

### 2.3.3. Statistical analysis:

For each monkey, spherical seed regions (radius: 2 mm) were selected individually in the medial and lateral FEF of the right and left hemisphere in the T2-weighted anatomic images (Figure 2.1). There was no overlap between medial and lateral FEF seed regions, and the distance between the two seeds was at least 4 mm. The mean time course of the signal for each seed region was extracted for each subject and each scanning session and was used as the regressor in a generalized linear regression analysis. The regression
model included the four seed time series as predictors and also nuisance covariates [6 motion parameters, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)]. Cardiac and respiratory activity was monitored but not recorded during MR image acquisition, and thus white matter and CSF nuisance covariates were included in the model to further regress out the physiological noise from the data. This approach has been previously used to remove physiological noise in human and monkey RS-fMRI studies (Hutchison et al. 2011a, 2011b, 2012; Lund and Hanson 2001; Margulies et al. 2007; Shim et al. 2010). The cardiac rate is in the range of 1–2 Hz, and thus the cardiac signal can be aliased in the RS-fMRI BOLD signal that has a lower frequency (0.01–0.1 Hz). There is no consensus in the literature about the best method of eliminating physiological noise from fMRI data (Churchill et al. 2012). Including the CSF and white matter nuisance covariates in my analysis is one of the preferable methods for physiological noise reduction because it does not interfere with detection of functional activation (Shmueli et al. 2007). However, physiological noise can still affect my results (e.g., due to the different effects of cardiac and respiratory signal on CSF, white matter, and gray matter), although I speculate that the impact of physiological noise on the results is not substantial.

The first level of the analysis was carried out on the individual subjects at each scanning session. In the second level, the analysis results from the first level were normalized to the F99 atlas template (Van Essen 2004) and functional connectivity maps across 10 scans for each monkey were generated by implementing a second-level fixed-effects analysis using the FSL software package (http://www.fmrrib.ox.ac.uk). The group-level analysis was conducted by implementing a third-level fixed-effects analysis. Corrections for multiple comparisons were performed at the cluster level using Gaussian
random field theory \((z > 5; \text{cluster significance: } P \ 0.05, \text{corrected})\). It should be noted that the results obtained using the fixed-effects model cannot be extended to the population, and thus the results should be interpreted cautiously (Woolrich et al. 2004). A mixed effects analysis was not carried out due to the low subject number in my study. I also implemented another third-level analysis in which I contrasted medial and lateral FC to determine whether the connectivity strength of an area is greater with medial or lateral FEF. All group-level \(z\)-score maps were projected from volume data to the F99 cortical surface using the CARET (http://www. nitrc.org/projects/caret) enclosed voxel method (Van Essen et al. 2001). The F99 template is from a \textit{Macaca mulatta} but has also been successfully used as a template for \textit{Macaca fascicularis} (Hutchison et al. 2011a, 2011b). A \(z\)-score threshold of 5 was used for the group maps to allow better visualization of the segregation between functionally connected areas. I overlaid a map of cortical subdivision by Van Essen (2004) that has been previously mapped to both hemispheres of the F99 template (http://sumsdb. wustl.edu/sums/index.jsp).

\textbf{2.3.4. Region-of-interest identification:}

In Table 1, I show the calculated percent connectivity of parietal areas MIP, V6A, and VIP and premotor areas F2, F4, and F5 with medial and lateral FEF, and I provide corresponding statistics. The region of interest (ROI) of areas MIP and VIP are based on anatomic landmarks mentioned in the atlas of Van Essen et al. (2012). The composite atlas of Van Essen et al. (2012) does not include area V6A; the ROIs corresponding to area V6A were defined on the basis of landmarks described by Galletti et al. (1999). Also, because premotor areas in most of the reaching/grasping literature are designated differently than the nomenclature used by Van Essen et al. (2012), ROIs of premotor
areas F2, F4, and F5 were selected on the basis of boundaries defined in the atlas of Markov et al. (2011).
Figure 2.1. Location of lateral and medial frontal eye field (FEF) spherical seeds in *monkey 1*. The spherical seed regions have a radius of 2 mm.
2.4. RESULTS:

I placed spherical seeds in medial FEF regions corresponding to area 8Ac and portions of areas 8Am and 8As, and in lateral FEF regions corresponding to area 6Vam and portions of area 45 (Van Essen et al. 2012) (Figure 2.1). Figure 2.2 shows the FC of the right medial and lateral FEF superimposed on inflated ipsilateral and contralateral cortical surfaces (see Figure 2.3 for seeds in medial and lateral FEF in the left hemisphere). For a more detailed comparison of the FC and previously identified cytoarchitectonic areas in the macaque, I superimposed the architectonical map by Van Essen et al. (2012) on the flattened cortical surfaces of the left and right hemisphere. Red and green areas indicate regions that displayed FC with medial and lateral FEF, respectively. Areas in yellow indicate overlapping FC between lateral and medial FEF. These connectivity maps for the ipsilateral hemisphere indicate that areas in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), lateral intraparietal area (LIP), parietal-occipital area (area PO), posterior intraparietal area (PIP), medial dorsal parietal area (MDP), medial intraparietal area (MIP), area 7a, area 5D and dorsomedial areas in V1, V2, V3 are functionally connected to the medial FEF. Area PO has been subdivided into dorsal area V6A and ventral area V6 (Galletti et al. 1996), and I will use the V6A and V6 nomenclature in the rest of this article because of its widespread use in reaching/grasping literature. In the right hemisphere, I found almost no FC of medial FEF with inferotemporal areas, whereas some areas such as TE in the left hemisphere showed FC. Also, I found large areas in the anterior bank of the superior temporal sulcus (STS), dorsal parts of middle temporal area (MT), and medial superior temporal area (MST) that showed positive FC with the medial FEF. Furthermore, the connectivity maps show that medial FEF is functionally connected to the dorsal
somatosensory cortex (areas 1, 2, 3a, and 3b), dorsal primary motor cortex (area 4),
dorsal premotor areas (6DR, 6Ds, and 6DC, or area F2 according to the atlas of Markov
et al. 2011), and supplementary motor area (SMA). Premotor areas involved in reaching/
grasping are most commonly referred to as F2, F4, and F5 in the literature (e.g., see
Luppino et al. 1999). Area F2 includes areas 6DC, 6Ds, and 6DR; area F4 encompasses
ventral area 4C and caudal portions of areas 6Val and 6Vb; and area F5 includes
ventrorostral area 6Val and rostral area 6Vb (Markov et al. 2011) as shown in Figures.
2.4 and 2.5. I will use both terminologies to make it easier to compare my results with
existing literature. In the prefrontal cortex, several areas, including ventral area 46 along
the principal sulcus, areas 9, 10, and 14, showed FC to the medial FEF. Interestingly, my
results show that the medial FEF has strong FC with medial wall of the ipsilateral
hemisphere; i.e., medial FEF is connected to parts of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)
and posterior cingulate cortex (areas 24 and 23, respectively). I also observed negative
FC of the right medial FEF with ventral premotor areas, ventral areas in central sulcus,
and portions of area V4. In the contralateral hemisphere (Figure 2.2 A), I found
contralateral medial FEF functionally connected to the medial FEF seed. The
connectivity pattern of the medial FEF seed region in the contralateral hemisphere is very
similar to that of the same seed region in the ipsilateral hemisphere. However, the
positively correlated areas in the contralateral hemisphere are smaller in their spatial
extent than in the ipsilateral hemisphere.
Figure 2.2. Right medial (left) and right lateral (right) FEF seed connectivity maps projected on the F99 template (Van Essen 2004) (z-score 5 set at cluster significance of $P < 0.05$, corrected for multiple comparisons). The connectivity maps are shown on lateral, medial, dorsal, and ventral views. Asterisks show the location of the seed region. pos, Parieto-occipital sulcus; cas, calcarine sulcus; cs, central sulcus; hs, hippocampal sulcus; cis, cingulate sulcus; sts, superior temporal sulcus; ios, inferior occipital sulcus; lus, lunate sulcus; ots, occipitotemporal sulcus; ps, principal sulcus; L, left; R, right.
Figure 2.3. Left medial (left) and right lateral (right) FEF seed connectivity maps projected on the F99 template (Van Essen 2004) (z-score 5 set at cluster significance of $P \leq 0.05$, corrected for multiple comparisons). The connectivity maps are shown on lateral, medial, dorsal, and ventral views. Asterisks show the location of the seed region.
Lateral FEF in the ipsilateral hemisphere is positively correlated with ventrolateral areas in the central sulcus, area 7t, anterior intraparietal area (AIP), area LIP, and ventral intraparietal area (VIP). It should be noted that rostral LIP displayed higher FC with lateral FEF than with medial FEF. In the visual cortex, ventrolateral areas in V1, V2, V3, and a large portion of V4 and the ventral posterior area (VP) showed FC with the lateral FEF. In the left hemisphere, I also found strong FC with inferotemporal areas, such as TE and ventral occipitotemporal area (VOT). In addition, ventral premotor areas exhibited FC with the lateral FEF. In the contralateral hemisphere, I observed almost the same areas as in the ipsilateral hemisphere that are functionally connected to the lateral FEF seed. Negatively correlated areas with the lateral FEF seed were found within the cingulate cortex, lateral sulcus, and small areas in the parahippocampal cortex.

Although the FC of medial and lateral FEF differed substantially, I also found overlapping FC between lateral and medial FEF (yellow areas in Figure 2.4). Overlapping FC was present in portions of areas 4C and 6Ds, corresponding to premotor area F4, caudal area LIP, lateral occipital parietal area (LOP), dorsal areas in the IPS such as VIP, area V3A, and small areas in the MST. I have quantified the overlap in FC for several key parietal and premotor areas in Table 1. Little overlap was found for negatively correlated areas (Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.4. Cortical views of both hemispheres flattened to display spatial overlap connectivity patterns of right medial and lateral FEF (A) and left medial and lateral FEF (B). Images show the connectivity pattern of the positively functionally connected areas (z-score 5 set at cluster significance of $P \leq 0.05$, corrected for multiple comparisons). Areas in red are functionally connected to the medial FEF, areas in green are functionally connected to the lateral FEF, and areas in yellow are functionally connected to both. White lines indicate the boundaries of parietal areas V6 and V6A according to Galletti et al. (1999) and also premotor areas F2, F4, and F5 according to Markov et al. (2011). Asterisks show the location of the seed regions.
Figure 2.5. Cortical views of both hemispheres flattened to display spatial overlap connectivity patterns of right medial and lateral FEF (A) and left medial and lateral FEF (B). Images show the connectivity pattern of the negatively functionally connected areas (z-score 5 set at cluster significance of $P \leq 0.05$, corrected for multiple comparisons). Areas in red are negatively connected to the medial FEF, areas in green are negatively connected to the lateral FEF, and areas in yellow are negatively connected to both. White lines indicate the boundaries of parietal areas V6 and V6A according to Galletti et al. (1999) and also premotor areas F2, F4, and F5 according to Markov et al. (2011). Asterisks show the location of the seed regions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Posterior Parietal Cortex</th>
<th>Premotor Cortex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIP</td>
<td>V6A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial FEF &gt; Lateral FEF (z-score)</td>
<td>3.5*</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral FEF &gt; Medial FEF (z-score)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Connectivity to medial FEF seed</td>
<td>74.66</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Connectivity to lateral FEF seed</td>
<td>25.34</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *: statistically significant. % Connectivity to medial FEF seed = \( \frac{Z_m}{|Z_m + Z_l|} \) * 100. % Connectivity to lateral FEF seed = \( \frac{Z_l}{|Z_m + Z_l|} \) * 100. \( Z_m \): Mean connectivity z-score to medial FEF seed. \( Z_l \): Mean connectivity z-score to lateral FEF seed.
Both the medial and lateral seeds were negatively correlated with the caudate nucleus and the rostral putamen (Figure 2.6 at 0–10 mm anterior to the anterior commissure). Positive correlations were found in the caudal putamen and globus pallidus (Figure 2.6 at 5 and 10 mm posterior to the anterior commissure). There also were bilateral positive correlations of the medial FEF seed with regions 20 mm posterior to the anterior commissure, which might correspond to the superior colliculi, although the regions are located slightly too far dorsally for accurate identification.
Figure 2.6. Coronal slices of the functional connectivity patterns of medial and lateral FEF on F99 atlas (Van Essen 2004) as indicated at top. Red-yellow areas are positively correlated areas, and blue-light blue areas are negatively correlated areas (z-score 4 set at cluster significance of \( P < 0.05 \), corrected for multiple comparisons).
2.5. DISCUSSION:

Behavioral studies have demonstrated that small and large saccades have different functions during vision in natural environments (Foerster et al. 2012; Hayhoe et al. 2003; Johansson et al. 2001; Land et al. 1999; Land 2009). Large saccades are associated with reaching and trunk movements toward objects, whereas small saccades likely promote the identification of more detailed object features for successful grasping and manual manipulation. In the present study I used RS-fMRI in the macaque to test the hypothesis that this tight temporal coupling is reflected in the FC of medial and lateral FEF regions, which encode large- and small-amplitude saccades, respectively (Bruce et al. 1985; Robinson and Fuchs 1969). I found that the spontaneous BOLD signal of areas known to be involved in reaching movements and executive control processes were more functionally connected with medial FEF than with lateral FEF, whereas cortical areas involved in object processing and in grasping, fixation, and manipulation of objects showed stronger FC to lateral FEF than to medial FEF. The results critically extend a previous RS-fMRI study that only placed a single seed region in the FEF (Hutchison et al. 2012; Vincent et al. 2007) and previous traditional tracer studies (Schall et al. 1995; Stanton et al. 1993, 1995) and suggest that the FC of lateral and medial FEF reflect the different behavioral roles of small and large saccades in natural vision.

The limited visual acuity of the peripheral retina in primates necessitates gaze shifts that bring the high-resolution fovea onto ROIs (Gilchrist 2012). Gaze shifts toward targets of more than 20° in amplitude also require a contribution of the head (Freedman and Sparks 1997). In many cases, gaze shifts do not just serve a visual search function but provide the necessary location information for a subsequent reaching movement. In the
present study I found that medial FEF is functionally correlated with parietal areas (e.g., PIP, MDP, MIP, 7a, V6A, and 5D) and dorsal premotor areas (6DR, 6Ds, and 6DC, or area F2) that are known to be involved in reaching movements in macaques (Fattori et al. 2001; Grefkes and Fink 2005; Wise et al. 1997). I also found FC of medial FEF with cingulate areas (areas 23 and 24) and dorsal primary motor cortex, dorsal somatosensory cortex, and supplementary motor cortex that contain proximal and distal representations of the arm (Dum and Strick 2002; Strick et al. 1998). For visual areas, FC was found with V1, V2, V3, MT, and MST. This FC of medial FEF is consistent with the tight temporal coupling of large saccades and arm movements in eye-hand coordination (Angel et al. 1970; Biguer et al. 1982; Gribble et al. 2002; Prablanc et al. 1979). In addition, I observed strong FC of medial FEF with areas in prefrontal cortex (46, 9, 10, and 14) that are involved in executive control (Fuster 2008). Whereas “free viewing” experiments have shown that salient visual features such as color, intensity, contrast, and sudden onsets influence the selection of saccade targets (Itti and Koch 2000), studies that have investigated gaze behavior under natural conditions have demonstrated that behavioral goals play a more dominant role in determining the distribution of gaze (Ballard and Hayhoe 2009; Tatler et al. 2011). Land (2009) has proposed that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is associated with setting and reprogramming these behavioral goals that determine the location of gaze and reaching movements. In addition, I found FC of the medial FEF seed with areas in the posterior, medial, and anterior cingulate cortex that are known to have reward, performance, and outcome-monitoring activity (Amiez et al. 2006a; Emeric et al. 2008; Hayden et al. 2008; Ito et al. 2003; McCoy et al. 2003; Shima and Tanji 1998). Strong FC of medial FEF with these areas is consistent with the
framework proposed by Tatler et al. (2011) in which gaze is allocated on the basis of reward maximization.

The FC of lateral FEF was consistent with the functional role of small saccades in vision and action in natural environments. In addition to early visual areas such as V1, V2, and V3, lateral FEF was functionally correlated to V4 and areas such as TEa and VOT in the caudal inferior temporal cortex that show color and orientation selectivity (Desimone and Schein 1987; Nakamura et al. 1994). I also found that lateral FEF had FC with parietal area AIP and ventral premotor area F5, and interestingly, areas AIP and F5 are reciprocally connected (Rizzolatti and Luppino 2001). Area AIP is considered a part of the lateral-dorsal stream (Galletti et al. 2003). This area contains neurons that code for specific kinds of grasping or manipulation movements and that have visual responses that may be encoding three-dimensional object characteristics (Murata et al. 2000; Sakata et al. 1995). A direct role of area AIP in grasping has been demonstrated by transient inactivation of the area in monkeys, which impairs the appropriate hand posture toward grasped objects (Gallese et al. 1994). Interestingly, fMRI studies have suggested that there might be an area homologous to macaque AIP in humans (Cavina-Pratesi et al. 2007; Culham et al. 2003).

As mentioned before, lateral FEF displayed FC with ventral premotor cortex (such as F5) that contains different classes of grasp-related neurons (Raos et al. 2006). Inactivation of area F5 in the posterior bank of the arcuate sulcus impairs the appropriate shaping of the hands during the grasping of objects (Fogassi et al. 2001). A direct role for ventral premotor cortex in saccade control has been demonstrated by Fuji et al. (1998), who found a subregion on the gyral surface of the premotor cortex where saccades could
be evoked by electrical micro-stimulation and where neurons were active during saccade tasks without arm movements.

The concept of two parallel processing streams within the dorsal visual stream (Jeannerod et al. 1995) has been challenged and discussed recently (Fattori et al. 2010; Galletti et al. 2003; Mon-Williams and McIntosh 2000; Rizzolatti and Matelli 2003; Smeets and Brenner 1999). Although my results provide support for the existence of two substreams within the dorsal visual stream, there is a substantial overlap in FC between these two substreams (see Table 1). For instance, lateral FEF still exhibits weak FC with the medial parietal and dorsal premotor areas (Table 1). This finding has been supported by recent electrophysiological studies in monkeys. Fattori et al. (2010) found grasping neurons in V6A, and also area F2 has been shown to contain neurons with distal as well as proximal forelimb movement fields (Raos et al. 2003). Based on the present results, it can be posited that FC of the lateral and medial FEF with reaching/grasping areas falls into a continuum; medial parietal areas are more strongly connected with medial rather than lateral FEF, whereas lateral parietal areas are highly connected to the lateral FEF. Area VIP that is located in between medial and lateral parietal areas is functionally connected to both medial and lateral FEF. The same argument can be made regarding the FC of FEF with dorsal and ventral premotor areas. Area F2 is functionally connected to medial FEF more strongly than to lateral FEF, area F5 displays higher FC to lateral FEF, and area F4 is functionally connected to both FEF regions.

The results show that area LIP in the parietal cortex is also connected to both medial and lateral FEF. Microstimulation of the rostral area LIP triggers saccades in craniocentric rather than retinotopic coordinates (Kurylo and Skavenski 1991). Such a
craniocentric coding has also been observed in the ventral premotor cortex (Fujii et al. 1998). Interestingly, I found that rostral area LIP was also functionally connected to the small saccade region of FEF, whereas I found that the more caudal region showed FC with both medial and lateral FEF seeds.

Within subcortical areas, I observed significant positive FC between the caudal putamen and FEF. Interestingly, there is evidence from anatomic tracing studies that FEF projects to the caudal putamen in monkeys (Parthasarathy et al. 1992; Stanton et al. 1988). These projections might have a role in saccade control as well as in hand movements. In support of this notion, saccade-related and saccade outcome-related activity has recently been reported in the caudal macaque putamen (Phillips and Everling 2012), and Ueda and Kimura (2003) have proposed that the putamen may be involved in visuomotor processing of hand movements. I also observed that both medial and lateral FEF have negative FC with the caudate nucleus and the rostral putamen. Although still poorly understood, spontaneous anti-correlated activity at rest has been suggested to exist between systems with oppositely signed responses during task performance (Fox et al. 2009). However, previous studies have demonstrated that the caudate nucleus facilitates saccades (Hikosaka et al. 2000), whereas I found that the caudate had negative correlation with FEF. Further studies are needed to reveal the neural mechanisms underlying anti-correlated RS-fMRI activity.

FC as identified by RS-fMRI is based on the correlations of spontaneous low-frequency fluctuations of the BOLD fMRI signals between different brain areas and as such does not necessarily indicate that functionally connected brain areas are also anatomically linked by monosynaptic connections. However, systematic studies that
compare RS-fMRI FC with a large set of data from tracer studies in macaques have shown that FC patterns in RS-fMRI are dictated by the underlying neuroanatomic architecture (Adachi et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2012). This observation is consistent with an earlier RS-fMRI study that had placed a single seed in FEF and reported positive FC with known anatomically connected areas in the posterior and frontal cortex (Hutchison et al. 2012) and strong anti-correlated FC with areas in the lateral sulcus.

Resting-state FC maps could be affected by a variety of factors. For instance, if the physiological noise originating from cardiac and respiratory activity is not removed from the data, it would substantially affect the FC maps. Moreover, anesthesia can alter resting-state FC; for instance, it has been shown that the FC of posterior cingulate cortex in the default mode network was decreased under propofol (Boveroux et al. 2010) and sevoflurane administration (Martuzzi et al. 2010). Moreover, activity in executive control networks has been shown to be decreased under anesthesia (Boveroux et al. 2010). Animal studies have also shown that resting-state FC changes under anesthesia, and it has been posited that different levels of anesthesia change the specificity of FC maps (Liu et al. 2013). However, the same study has shown that the BOLD signal correlation is strongest between bilateral homotopic brain regions, even under deep anesthesia (Liu et al. 2013). Vanhaudenhuyse et al. (2010) have suggested that reductions in FC could be interpreted as reduced capacity for cognitive processing. The alternative explanation could be that although anesthesia can alter the resting-state FC, the physiologic “baseline” FC still persists regardless of the altered level of consciousness. This idea has been supported in previous RS-fMRI studies (e.g., Raichle et al. 2001). Similarly, Vincent et al. (2007) have shown that the coherent spontaneous BOLD fluctuations in the
monkey oculomotor system persist during light and deep anesthesia. Furthermore, resting-state FC that has been acquired in anesthetized monkeys corresponds well with the anatomic connectivity between brain areas, as mentioned above (Hutchison et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2012). In the present study, I have acquired the functional images under 1% isoflurane anesthesia, which is defined as light anesthesia (Vincent et al. 2007), minimizing the effects on resting-state FC.

The distinct FC pattern of medial and lateral FEF with other cortical areas is in good agreement with the results from anatomic tracer studies. A retrograde tracer study reported that lateral FEF projected to V3, V4, V4T, TE, FST, MT, MST, and rostral LIP, whereas medial FEF innervated V2, VIP, 23b, MDP, DP, 7a, and caudal LIP (Stanton et al. 1995). A similar anatomic connectivity pattern has been described for projections from posterior areas to FEF (Schall et al. 1995). Overall, that study demonstrated that medial FEF receives projections predominately from posterior regions representing the peripheral visual field, whereas lateral FEF receives inputs from areas that encode the central visual field (Schall et al. 1995). The FC patterns are also similar to the anatomic connectivity of FEF with frontal regions (Stanton et al. 1993), with the exception of the supplementary eye fields (6DR), which receive projections from medial and lateral FEF but which only showed FC with medial FEF. Functionally connected areas in the hemisphere contralateral to the seed ROIs were smaller in spatial extent compared with functionally connected areas in the ipsilateral hemisphere. Although it is possible that physiological noise may contribute to this finding, it is more likely that the finding has a neural origin. Anatomic tracing studies have posited that connectivity in the contralateral hemisphere is commonly restricted to geographically and architectonically homotopic
areas of the cortex (e.g., see Lewis and Van Essen 2000). Thus, the FC with contralateral heterotopic areas is likely polysynaptic, and this may explain the smaller functionally connected areas in the contralateral hemisphere.

The medial FEF network contained areas of the medial-dorsal stream, and the lateral FEF network included areas in the lateral-dorsal processing stream as well as areas in the ventral visual stream. Therefore, I speculate that the organization of these two networks reflects the alternating phases of vision for action in natural environments: a reorienting phase that is usually based on behavioral goals and which involves the generation of a large saccade or eye-head movement together with a reaching movement of the arm and a subsequent detailed object processing phase that involves small saccades, grasping, and manual manipulation.
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3. Theta and Beta synchrony coordinate frontal eye fields and anterior cingulate cortex during sensori-motor mapping

3.1. ABSTRACT:

The frontal eye fields (FEF) and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) are commonly co-activated for cognitive saccade tasks, but whether this joined activation indexes coordinated activity underlying successful guidance of sensorimotor mapping is unknown. Here I tested whether ACC and FEF circuits coordinate through phase synchronization of local field potential and neural spiking activity in macaque monkeys performing memory-guided and pro- and anti-saccades. I found that FEF and ACC showed prominent synchronization at a 3-9 Hz theta and a 12-30 Hz beta frequency band during the delay and preparation periods. The strength of theta- and beta-band coherence between ACC and FEF, but not variations in power predicted correct task performance. Taken together, the results support a role of ACC in cognitive control of fronto-parietal networks and suggest that narrow-band theta and to some extent beta rhythmic activity

indexes the coordination of relevant information during periods of enhanced control demands.

### 3.2. INTRODUCTION:

The frontal eye field (FEF) plays a crucial role in overt (Bruce et al. 1985; Wurtz and Mohler 1976) and covert orienting (Moore and Armstrong 2003; Thompson et al. 2005). Together with parietal and extrastriate visual areas, FEF is part of the dorsal attention network that provides top-down allocation of attention to contralateral space through long-range connections with visual cortical areas in humans and nonhuman primates (Bressler et al. 2008; Caspari et al. 2015; Corbetta and Shulman 2002). Activity in this fronto-parietal spatial priority network is modulated by cortical and subcortical inputs that are thought to encode behavioral rules, values, and motivational signals (Womelsdorf and Everling 2015). One cortical area that has anatomical connections with FEF is the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (Wang et al. 2004). Functional connectivity between ACC and FEF has also been demonstrated by resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in macaques (Babapoor-Farrokhran et al. 2013) and task-based fMRI studies commonly show co-activation of FEF and ACC in a variety of cognitive saccades task (McDowell et al. 2008). However, the neural mechanisms underlying the functional co-activation of ACC and FEF in behavioral tasks remain unknown.

One proposed mechanism for the communication of spatially dispersed neuronal groups is through synchronizing the excitability phases of band-limited activity (Fries 2005; Womelsdorf et al. 2007). Such long-range phase synchrony of rhythmic activation facilitates the efficient transmission of neuronal signals between brain regions (Akam and
Kullmann 2014; Fries 2005; Womelsdorf et al. 2014b). More specifically, the communication between brain areas involved in memory-guided and top-down control processes is thought to be facilitated in prefrontal cortices via synchronization at band limited rhythmic activity in a theta frequency band (3-9 Hz) (Liebe et al. 2012; Voloh et al. 2015; Womelsdorf et al. 2010b), and in a beta frequency band (12-30 Hz) (Brovelli et al. 2004; Engel and Fries 2010; Miller and Buschman 2013; Salazar et al. 2012; Womelsdorf et al. 2014a). However, the contribution of theta and beta frequency bands to the transmission of neural signals between ACC and other brain areas is still poorly understood.

Here I recorded local field potentials (LFPs) and spiking activity from FEF and ACC simultaneously and investigated task-dependent synchronization between the two areas while monkeys performed a memory-guided saccade task and a task with randomly interleaved pro- and anti-saccade trials. The results show that a narrow-band of theta rhythmic activity indexes the coordination of relevant information between FEF and ACC during periods of enhanced control demands. Furthermore, I found increased beta band (12-30 Hz) synchronization in the delay and preparatory periods of the memory-guided saccade task and pro-/anti-saccade task, respectively.

3.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Two male adult macaque monkeys (M. mulatta and M. fascicularis) weighing 7-9 kg were subjects in this study. All experimental procedures and animal care were implemented in accordance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council of Animal Care policy on the care and use of laboratory animals and an ethics protocol approved by the Animal Users Subcommittee of the University of Western Ontario Council on Animal
Care. I simultaneously recorded the LFP and unit activity in the ACC and FEF while monkeys performed a memory-guided saccade task and a randomly interleaved pro-/anti-saccade task (Figure 3.1 A-C). In this study, I performed spectral power analysis, field-field coherence analysis and spike-field coherence analysis using custom written Matlab code (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and fieldtrip toolbox (http://www.ru.nl/fcdonders/fieldtrip/). A detailed description of the experimental procedures and data analysis methods are included in the supplementary information.

3.4. RESULTS:

I simultaneously recorded LFPs in the ACC (n=233 sites; n=87 and n=146 in monkey 1 and 2, respectively) and FEF (n=209 sites; n=62 and n=147 in monkey 1 and 2) while monkeys performed the memory-guided saccade task and the pro/anti-saccade task (Figure 3.1 A). Together with these LFPs, I simultaneously recorded the spiking activity of ACC (n=149 units; n=52 and n=97 in monkey 1 and 2) and FEF units (n=74 units; n=46 and n=28 in monkey 1 and 2; Figure 3.1 B-C).

LFP power and phase-synchronization spectra showed prominent peaks in the theta and beta band (Figures 3.2-3.3). I therefore focus the remainder of the results and discussion on these two bands. I also explored ACC-FEF interactions across delta, alpha and gamma (30-100 Hz) bands. In contrast to the theta and beta band, I observed no consistent modulation in these frequency ranges in different conditions (Figures 3.2-3.3, Supplementary Figures 3.2-3.7), suggesting that functionally meaningful interactions between ACC and FEF proceeds predominantly in the theta and beta frequencies (Womelsdorf and Everling 2015).
Figure 3.1. Experimental paradigm and sample traces of simultaneously recorded activity in ACC and FEF. (A) Schematic of the memory-guided saccade task and pro/anti-saccade task. (B) The traces show the multi-unit activity, raw LFP signal (0.5-125 Hz), theta band pass filtered signal (3-9Hz) and beta band pass filtered signal (12-30 Hz) in a trial of memory-guided saccade task. (C) Same as A in another memory-guided saccade task trial. The vertical green dashed lines indicate the 500ms time intervals aligned on stimulus onset.
3.4.1. Modulation of theta and beta power during the delay period:

The memory-guided saccade task required the monkeys to maintain a spatial location in working memory and then to generate a saccade toward the remembered location after the imposed delay period. I first calculated the LFP power spectra during the delay period for correctly performed memory-guided saccade trials (horizontal and oblique targets). Both ACC and FEF LFPs showed a prominent increase in theta power (3-9 Hz) during the delay period (Figure 3.2 A & B). Additionally, a transient increase in 15-20 Hz beta frequency power was evident in the immediate post-stimulus period (Figure 3.2 A & B).

I further examined whether LFP power was tuned to the spatial target location. I found that a significant number of FEF (18/209; 8.61%, P < 0.05, Binomial test) but not ACC (11/233; 4.72% n.s.; ACC vs. FEF: P=0.099, Chi-Square test) channels showed significant spatial tuning of power within the theta frequency band (3-9Hz) during the delay period in the time window of 400-1100ms following target stimulus onset (Figure 3.2 A, one-way ANOVA, P < 0.05). In addition, a significant number of FEF (50/209; 23.92%, P<0.05) but not ACC channels (14/233; 6.08% n.s.; difference ACC vs. FEF: P<0.001) showed significant tuning in the beta-band (12-30 Hz). Thus, I found spatial tuning of LFP power in theta and beta frequencies in FEF but not in ACC. The observed power modulation of the FEF LFPs is in line with previous FEF single unit recording results, which suggest a high degree of spatial tuning in FEF neurons (Bruce and Goldberg 1985).
Figure 3.2. LFP power in FEF and ACC during the memory-guided saccade task. (A) Average time frequency spectra of the FEF LFP power across 8 target locations in the memory-guided saccade task. (B) Average time frequency spectra of ACC LFP power across 8 target locations in the memory-guided saccade task. The dashed lines demarcate the time of the onset and offset of the target stimulus. The black boxes on top of each graph demarcate the delay period.
3.4.2. Task-dependent LFP-LFP coherence between ACC and FEF:

I next tested whether ACC and FEF showed task dependent interactions in the theta (3-9Hz) and beta (12-30 Hz) band. For a large subset of inter-areal recording pairs, theta- and beta-band phase synchronization increased from the baseline (700ms prior to the fixation point onset in the inter-trial interval) to the delay period of the memory-guided saccade task (400 to 1100ms following stimulus onset in the delay period, see Methods). Of the 674 ACC-FEF LFP-LFP channel pairs, respectively 447 (66.32%) and 330 (48.96%) channel pairs displayed significant increases in theta- and beta-phase synchronization during the delay period (theta: 141/233 and 306/441 of monkey 1 and 2, respectively; beta: 91/233 and 239/441 of monkey 1 and 2; P<0.001, permutation test, see Methods). On the other hand, respectively 128 (18.99%) and 179 (26.56%) pairs exhibited statistically significant decreased theta- and beta-synchrony in the delay period relative to the baseline (theta: 65/233 and 63/441 of monkey 1 and 2; beta: 71/233 and 108/441 of monkey 1 and 2; P<0.001, permutation test). Furthermore, the population of ACC-FEF channel pairs exhibited increased theta- and beta-band synchrony in the delay period vs. baseline of the memory-guided saccade task (Figures 3.3 C, 3.3 D, 3.3 E, and 3.3 G). Consistent with these results, I found a prominent peak in the average inter-areal theta and beta, but not alpha (10-12 Hz) and gamma-band (30-100 Hz) phase synchronization across the population of pairs of recording sites in FEF and ACC (Figure 3.3 A-B, Supplementary Figure 3.2). This theta- and beta-band phase synchronization was evident in both monkeys (Figure 3.3 B). In addition, I observed increased inter-areal theta and beta band synchronization in the preparatory period (400 ms-1100ms following
fixation onset) of the pro-/anti-saccade task compared to baseline (Supplementary Figure 3.2 B).

Increased phase-synchronization between ACC and FEF might partially reflect an independent phase reset in both areas aligned on stimulus onset. To examine this, I subtracted the averaged stimulus aligned evoked LFP from the signals before calculating phase synchrony. This procedure resulted in decreased ACC-FEF theta band phase synchronization during the early delay period (Figure 3.3 C compared to Supplementary Figures 3.3 C) but did not affect the increased phase synchronization in the late delay period (400-1100ms following the stimulus onset). This finding suggests that the increased phase synchronization in the 400-1100ms following the stimulus period is not time locked to the stimulus onset and reflects genuine ACC-FEF synchronization (Supplementary Figure 3.3). On the other hand, I did not observe this decrease in the immediate post-stimulus beta-band phase synchronization of the average-subtracted data compared to that of the original data (Figure 3.3 D compared to Supplementary Figures 3.3 D). This suggests that beta-band ACC-FEF phase synchronization primarily represents an induced oscillatory response that is not evoked by the stimulus onset. In the following sections, I have performed the delay period analyses in the 400-1100ms following the stimulus onset to avoid stimulus-related evoked responses.

Finally, I asked whether inter-areal phase synchronization distinguished ipsi- and contra-versive saccade planning in the memory-guided saccade task. The difference in theta- and beta-phase synchronization was not significantly different between ipsi- and contra-versive saccades in the window of 400-1100ms following the stimulus onset (Figures 3.3 E, and 3.3 G).
To summarize, these findings indicate that there is a coordination of FEF and ACC activity in theta and beta-band frequencies during the delay period of the memory-guided saccade task and the preparatory period of the pro/anti-saccade task, which represent periods of enhanced control demands.
Figure 3.3. Increased theta and beta coherence between ACC and FEF. (A) Time-Frequency spectrum of the wpli-debiased coherence between the FEF and ACC in memory-guided saccade task for the population of ACC-FEF channel pairs (n=674). The white contour shows the area in which the subsequent analyses were performed (see Methods). The dashed lines demarcate the time of the onset and offset of the target stimulus. (B) WPLI-debiased FEF-ACC coherence spectrum of the individual monkeys in the delay period across all recording pairs (n=674). (C) Theta band (3-9 Hz) time course of the ACC-FEF WPLI-debiased phase synchronization. (D) Beta band (12-30 Hz) time course of the ACC-FEF WPLI-debiased phase synchronization. (E) Comparison of WPLI-debiased coherence between baseline and delay period of the contra-verse and ipsi-verse memory-guided saccades (***: p < 0.001, t-test). Error bars indicate SEM. (F) Comparison of the overall Granger causality effect of ACC over FEF (G_{ACC \rightarrow FEF} - G_{FEF \rightarrow ACC}) between baseline and delay period of the contra-verse and ipsi-verse memory-guided saccades (***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, t-test, n=275). Error bars indicate SEM. (G) Comparison of beta band WPLI-debiased coherence between baseline and delay period of the contra-verse and ipsi-verse memory-guided saccades (**: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05; t-test). Error bars indicate SEM. (H) Comparison of the beta band overall Granger effect of ACC over FEF (G_{ACC \rightarrow FEF} - G_{FEF \rightarrow ACC}) between baseline and delay period of the contra-verse and ipsi-verse memory-guided saccades (***: p < 0.001; t-test). Error bars indicate SEM.
3.4.3. Task-dependent Granger-causality between ACC and FEF LFPs:

I further investigated the directionality of the ACC-FEF interactions by performing Granger-causality analyses. Both during the delay and the baseline period, I observed bidirectional Granger-causal effects between ACC and FEF LFPs, with prominent peaks in the theta and beta range, and a stronger direction from ACC to FEF than vice versa (Supplementary Figure 3.4 A-C). During the delay period, as compared to the baseline period, the Granger-causal effect in the theta-band increased for both directions ($G_{\text{ACC} \rightarrow \text{FEF}}$ and $G_{\text{FEF} \rightarrow \text{ACC}}$) (Supplementary Figure 3.4 A-B). Yet, for the beta-band, I observed that the Granger causal effect increased from ACC to FEF, but not from FEF to ACC (Supplementary Figure 3.4 A-B). Correspondingly, I found that the Granger-causal effect in the theta- (paired t-test, $P<0.001$ in contra-versive and $P<0.01$ in ipsi-versive conditions, Figure 3.3 F) and beta-band (paired t-test, $P<0.001$ in both contra- and ipsi-versive trials, Figure 3.3 H) increased more strongly in the direction of ACC to FEF than vice versa ($G_{\text{ACC} \rightarrow \text{FEF}} - G_{\text{FEF} \rightarrow \text{ACC}}$). The results also indicated that the causal effect of ACC on FEF is greater than that of FEF over ACC during the delay period across alpha, and gamma frequency ranges (paired t-test, $P<0.05$), as shown in Supplementary Figure 3.4 C. I computed the chance level Granger values by randomly shuffling the time-frequency domain of the raw data. Across theta and beta frequencies, the $G_{\text{ACC} \rightarrow \text{FEF}}$ and $G_{\text{FEF} \rightarrow \text{ACC}}$ values, both in the baseline and delay periods, were above the chance level. In summary, I observed that ACC-FEF interaction patterns changed during the delay period of the contra-versive and ipsi-versive saccade trials, with the Granger-causal effect from ACC to FEF becoming relatively stronger.
3.4.4. Decreased theta and beta-synchrony between ACC and FEF LFPs on error trials:

I found that FEF and ACC LFPs exhibit phase-synchronization in the theta and beta frequency band during the delay period. My next question was whether this synchronization predicted behavioral task performance. To test whether the strength of phase synchronization affected performance in the memory-guided saccade task, I compared FEF-ACC phase synchronization between correct trials and error trials in which the animal made an eye movement toward the wrong stimulus location. I found that both theta and beta band coherence between the ACC and FEF were significantly larger on correct trials than error trials during the delay period (Figure 3.4 A; t-test, P<0.001). I validated the relationship of coherence with performance by using an anti-saccade task that triggered more directional error trials than the memory-guided saccade task. Similar to the memory-guided saccade task, the population of the ACC-FEF channel pairs showed significantly decreased theta- and beta-band phase synchronization in the error vs. correct anti-saccades during the 400-1100ms following the fixation onset during the preparatory period (Figure 3.4 A, t-test, P<0.01). I confirmed that these statistical differences were not the result of differences in sample size, by performing the same analysis using the same number of trials for correct and error trials.

I also asked how theta power is modulated in correct and error trials in the ACC and FEF. I found no significant differences in theta power between correct and error trials in the ACC or FEF (Figure 3.4 B-C, left two columns). However, there were significant differences of beta power across the delay periods of the memory-guided saccade task but not in the preparatory period of the anti-saccade task (Figure 3.4 B-C, right two
columns). This indicated that the changes in theta and beta band ACC-FEF phase-synchronization in either one (beta) or both (theta) behavioral tasks were dissociated from changes in local power.

Taken together, these results indicate that theta- and beta-band phase synchronization between ACC and FEF provide a better prediction of performance than local power in these areas. Higher phase-synchronization on correct trials than on error trials supports the hypothesis that ACC-FEF theta and beta phase-synchronization play functional roles in working memory as well as in cognitive control.
Figure 3.4. Correct task performance is dependent on field-field coherence but not on LFP power. (A) Shown the comparison of theta (columns 1 and 2) and beta-band (columns 3 and 4) WPLI-debiased coherence between correct and error memory-guided saccades in the delay period of the memory guided saccade task (400-1100ms following target stimulus onset) and the preparatory period (400-1100ms following fixation onset) of the anti-saccade task. (B) Same as A, but shown normalized ACC theta and beta-band power. (C) Same as A but for normalized FEF power. *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p < 0.001, t-test. Error bars indicate SEM.
3.4.5. Modulation of spike-field synchrony during the delay period:

Together, these results suggest that theta and beta-band frequencies play a prominent role in the neuronal communication between ACC and FEF. I hence predicted that theta-band LFP modulations in one area should be related to the spiking activity of neurons in the other area. I tested this using the pairwise phase consistency (PPC) as a measure of spike-field coherence (Vinck et al. 2012). I first examined whether there was a difference in spike-field synchrony between the baseline and delay periods.

A significant fraction of ACC-unit-to-FEF-LFP pairs and FEF-unit-to-ACC-LFP pairs exhibited significantly increased (P<0.05, permutation test, Figure 3.5 A-B left and middle) theta band phase-coupling in the delay period vs. baseline of both contra-versive (ACC units: 68/283=24.03%, P<0.001, Binomial Test; FEF units: 16/154=10.4%, P<0.001) and ipsi-versive trials (ACC units: 45/326=13.8%, P<0.001; FEF units: 17/204=8.33%, P<0.001). In contrast, I found no evidence for significant decreases in phase-locking (Figure 3.5 A-B left and middle). Furthermore I observed an increase in average spike-field coupling in a subset of theta frequencies (3-4 Hz) during delay vs. baseline of contra-versive, but not ipsi-versive memory trials (Figure 3.6 A-B left and middle).

In addition, I found a significant fraction of cells with increased but not decreased theta band phase-coupling during contra-versive as compared to ipsi-versive trials (ACC units: 34/353=9.6%, P<0.001; FEF units: 15/209=7.2%, P<0.001, Figure 3.5 A-B right). Furthermore, I observed that the average spike-LFP phase-locking was increased during contra-versive as compared to ipsi-versive trials in a subset of theta frequencies (3-4 Hz; Figure 3.6 A-B right).
At beta-frequencies, I also found that a small but significant fraction of ACC-unit-to-FEF-LFP pairs and FEF-unit-to-ACC-LFP pairs showed increased phase-coupling in the beta-band (12-30 Hz) in the delay period vs. baseline of both contra-versive (ACC units: 17/283=6.0%, P<0.001; FEF units: 15/154=9.8%, P<0.001) and ipsi-versive trials (ACC units: 22/326=6.8%, P<0.001; FEF units: 15/204=7.4%, P<0.001), whereas I found no evidence for significant decreases (Figure 3.5 A-B left and middle). Although I found a trend for increased average spike-field phase locking at beta frequencies during the delay as compared to the baseline period, this effect only reached significance for the population of ACC-unit-to-FEF-LFP pairs (Figure 3.7 A, left). Furthermore, in contrast to the theta-band, I found no evidence for significant changes in beta-band spike-LFP phase-locking between ipsi and contra-versive trials for ACC-units-to-FEF-LFP (Figure 3.5 A, right). A small but significant fraction of FEF cells exhibited increased beta-band phase locking to ACC LFPs in ipsi-versive as compared to contra-versive trials (17/209=8.1%, P<0.001) (Figure 3.5 B right). Moreover, I did not observe a significant difference in the average spike-LFP phase-locking during the delay periods of contra-versive as compared to ipsi-versive trials across beta band frequencies (Figure 3.7 A-B, right). Finally, I tested the spike-field coupling of the ACC and FEF units with FEF and ACC LFP respectively, across delta, alpha, and gamma bands and I did not observe significant effects (Figure 3.6, Supplementary Figures 3.5-3.7).

I also tested for possible influences of firing rate differences between units on the observed spike LFP synchronization. I repeated the spike-field analysis, but only including in the analysis those units with no significant difference of spike rates between
the tested conditions. The obtained effects were still statistically significant (see (Vinck et al. 2013) for a detailed description).

In summary, I found evidence for positive modulations in theta and beta phase-coupling both during contra- and ipsi-versive trials, consistent with the LFP-LFP phase-synchronization analysis. I found that increases in theta-band spike-LFP phase coupling were more prominent during contra-versive than ipsi-versive memory trials.
Figure 3.5. Percentage of units with significant spike-field coupling in theta and beta band. (A) Percentage of the ACC-units-to-FEF-LFP pairs showing significant changes in phase-locking across the theta and beta frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). (B) Same as (A), but now depicted the percentage of the FEF-units-to-ACC-LFP pairs showing significant changes in phase-locking across the theta and beta frequency range. Statistical testing was performed using two-sided permutation tests, such that chance level is 2.5%.
Figure 3.6. Pairwise phase consistencies (PPCs) across delta and theta band. (A) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the ACC-units-to-FEF-LFP pairs across the delta and theta frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). (B) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the FEF-units-to-ACC-LFP pairs across the delta and theta frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). It should be noted that the same significant differences between ipsi-versive and contra-versive trials were seen even after we compared the contra- versus ipsi-versive conditions using a permutation test as described in the methods section. Error bars denote SEM in all panels. *, p < 0.05, paired t-test. The rose plots on the side of each graph show the histogram of the coupling angles of the population of the ACC/FEF units.
Figure 3.7. Pairwise phase consistencies (PPCs) across beta band. (A) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the ACC-units-to-FEF-LFP pairs across the beta frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). (B) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the FEF-units-to-ACC-LFP pairs across the beta frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). Error bars denote SEM in all panels. *: p < 0.05, paired t-test).
3.5. DISCUSSION:

Here, I have reported that neural circuits in the ACC and the FEF synchronize the phases of theta and beta specific activity during the short-term retention of stimulus locations in a working memory task. This working memory induced inter-areal synchronization (1) was evident in more than half of the LFP-LFP recording pairs, (2) translated to spiking activity in the ACC and FEF with significant inter-areal spike-LFP synchronization in both anatomical directions, i.e. with spikes from ACC coupled to LFPs in FEF and with FEF spikes coupling to LFPs from ACC, and (3) indexed correct versus erroneous working memory performance. These findings provide evidence that functional interactions between brain areas implementing (associated with FEF) and biasing (associated with ACC) working memory and also higher order cognitive performance proceed through phase synchronized activation at band-limited theta and beta rhythmic activity (Liebe et al. 2012; Lisman and Jensen 2013; Voloh et al. 2015). These results indicate how larger working memory networks coordinate their activity and constrain the possible cell- and circuit mechanisms that underlie successful working memory performance (Womelsdorf and Everling 2015).

Neuronal circuits in FEF are well known to encode target locations for overt orienting and covert stimulus selection during working memory, sustained attention and visual search tasks (reviewed e.g. in (Miller and Buschman 2013)). During working memory and stimulus selection, the long range synchronization of FEF with intra-parietal areas takes place at characteristic 12-30 Hz frequencies (Bastos et al. 2015; Buschman and Miller 2007; Dotson et al. 2014; Salazar et al. 2012), and at higher, gamma band frequencies with visual area V4 neurons that share similar spatial tuning to target
locations than the FEF circuits (Gregoriou et al. 2009; Gregoriou et al. 2014). Beyond these beta- and gamma-band mediated interactions across fronto-posterior brain areas with spatially tuned neuronal circuits, it has been unknown how more anterior structures including circuits in the anterior cingulate cortex are linked to the FEF during ongoing fronto-parietal network activation. My findings answer this question by documenting theta (3-9 Hz) and beta (12-30 Hz) frequency specific synchronization between neural circuits in FEF and in ACC. Band-limited synchronization at theta and beta frequencies could provide a temporal reference for coordinating spiking activity between both areas (Mizuseki et al. 2009; Salazar et al. 2012; Womelsdorf et al. 2010b). I discuss the results on beta and theta-band synchronization separately in what follows.

**Theta-band synchronization.** Transiently emerging LFP activity at a 3-9 Hz theta frequency band has been shown to characterize ACC circuits during preparatory states (Fujisawa and Buzsaki 2011; Womelsdorf et al. 2010a) and during top-down controlled stimulus selection (Voloh et al. 2015). Complementary to the latter study’s findings, theta rhythmic activation in my task emerged in response to a sample stimulus that served as a cue to select a spatial target location as later saccadic target location. The theta rhythmic synchronization of ACC circuits with the FEF that I observed is thus directly related to the cognitive demands to establish and maintain an internal spatial target representation. Consistent with this functional interpretation I found that a failure to maintain the target location in working memory was evident in reduced theta rhythmic interactions of ACC and FEF, suggesting that phase synchronization between ACC and FEF is functionally important to successfully achieve the behavioral goal. Notably, similar to a previous study on theta activation in the ACC (Voloh et al. 2015), locally confined LFP theta
power modulations were not as informative to predict successful top-down performance compared to inter-areal theta band interactions (Figure 3.4; see also (Voloh et al. 2015)). I speculate that this set of results reveal that the mere activation of theta rhythmic circuit motifs within the ACC and FEF are not sufficient to support adaptive behavior (Womelsdorf et al. 2014b). Rather, these findings highlight that theta rhythmic circuit motifs need to be coordinated between areas to successfully maintain an internally generated top-down network state (Lisman and Jensen 2013; Phillips et al. 2014; Womelsdorf and Everling 2015; Womelsdorf et al. 2010c).

Could the observed theta-band synchronization between ACC and FEF be part of a larger functional network? I observed enhanced ACC-FEF phase synchronization during a working memory task that was originally used to discover persistent working memory activity in lateral prefrontal cortex (area 46/9 and anterior area 8b) (Funahashi et al. 1989; Goldman-Rakic 1990). Several studies have shown that this lateral PFC hot spot of working memory does not act as a discrete working memory module, but that it acts within a broad working memory network of brain areas that includes the FEF and the ACC (D'Esposito and Postle 2015; Ma et al. 2014). Such a network perspective is consistent with the dense anatomical inter-connectivity of ACC, FEF and lateral PFC (Barbas 2015). Functionally, this network perspective of working memory is supported by a study that documented increased 3-9 Hz theta LFP power and increased PFC-to-V4 theta band phase synchronization during the working memory delay of a match-to-sample task (Liebe et al. 2012). The convergence of these major findings about the inter-areal signature underlying successful working memory performance opens the possibility that all four brain areas, lateral PFC, FEF, ACC, and V4 phase synchronize their local
activities to a common theta rhythm during successful maintenance of working memory that would be measurable if all areas were recorded simultaneously. An important consequence of this scenario is that cellular and circuit mechanisms that generate and sustain theta rhythmic circuit activation would be key mechanisms underlying the inter-areal coordination of working memory representations (Wang 2010; Womelsdorf et al. 2014b).

I found that a moderate fraction of ACC and FEF units synchronized to theta LFP activity at distant sites (FEF and ACC, respectively) more strongly during the working memory delay than during the pre-delay baseline period (see Figures 3.5 and 3.6). This increase was particularly prominent for contra-versive memory locations, indicating that inter-areal spike-LFP synchronization carried top-down information similar to previous reports (Liebe et al. 2012; Womelsdorf et al. 2010a). These observations suggest that theta phases measured in LFP activity in the ACC and in the FEF during the delay period can be conceived of as a direct measure of coordination of spiking activity in the local circuits (Voloh et al. 2015). Theta phase indexed the spike-LFP synchronization from ACC to FEF and from FEF to ACC during retention of target locations. I speculate that this reciprocal interaction indexes the exchange of area specific information. For example FEF spikes carry location specific information about contralateral targets that could be conveyed to ACC circuits. ACC neurons typically containing spatially tuned targets only when those targets are linked to outcomes for top-down controlled behavior such as reward or attentional control demands (Hayden and Platt 2010; Johnston et al. 2007; Kaping et al. 2011; Kennerley et al. 2006; Shen et al. 2014; Shenhav et al. 2013). A linkage to these representations in the ACC could be crucial to prevent premature
responding during the working memory delay consistent with previous human and monkey results suggesting that ACC activation prevents impulsive responding (Agam et al. 2010; Brown et al. 2008; Milea et al. 2003). Indeed, it has been previously shown that neuronal spiking output can modulate the oscillatory activity by influencing the postsynaptic potentials (Pesaran et al. 2008). Thus, spiking activity that is synchronized between ACC and FEF could index the ongoing coupling of task relevant information required for successful working memory performance.

The role of frontal midline theta in working memory has been previously demonstrated in human studies and the ACC has been suggested as its main source (Gulbinaite et al. 2014; Kaplan et al. 2014; Meltzer et al. 2007). Moreover, the ACC has long been implicated in performance or conflict monitoring (Schall et al. 2002). In this regard, human studies have suggested that frontal midline theta is involved in the processing of conflict and errors (Cohen 2011; 2014). These reports suggest that the theta band plays a major role in the cognitive functioning of the ACC in humans, macaques, and rodents and my results provide further support for this claim.

*Beta-band synchronization.* As mentioned in the introduction, beta band synchronization is suggested to be involved in long-range transmission of information between brain areas (Engel and Fries 2010; Miller and Buschman 2013; Salazar et al. 2012; Womelsdorf et al. 2014a). In addition to theta band modulations, my study found a similarly prominent modulation of delay period activity in the beta frequency band. Enhanced ACC-FEF beta band specific coherence (1) was almost as prevalent as theta coherence (beta: 49% vs. theta: 66% of pairs), (2) showed significantly enhanced Granger-causality that pointed to a stronger directionality from ACC to FEF than vice
versa, and (3) was significantly reduced on error trials. These signatures resonate well with beta band spike-field coherence between FEF and parietal cortex and between ACC with lateral prefrontal cortex during goal directed task performance (Salazar et al. 2012; Womelsdorf et al. 2014b). Moreover, a previous study has documented that beta band specific activation is involved in the directional causal effect of the higher order association cortices over primary motor areas (Brovelli et al. 2004). My study suggests that the same frequency that characterizes these fronto-parietal interactions also incorporates interactions with medial frontal (ACC) and oculomotor (FEF) circuits. In a recent study, it has been shown that beta band synchrony is involved in cognitive and motor control during gait adaptation (Wagner et al. 2016). This report is in line with my findings suggesting the involvement of the ACC-FEF beta band synchronization in sensori-motor mapping. Furthermore, inter-areal beta synchrony is suggested to be enhanced with selective attention (Bastos et al. 2015; Buschman and Miller 2007; Micheli et al. 2015; Womelsdorf et al. 2014a). I observed increased beta synchrony both in the delay period of the memory-guided saccade task and the preparatory period of the anti saccade task. These findings suggest that the increased cognitive and attention demands of the tasks could underlie increased beta band synchronization between these areas. It will be an important task for future studies to characterize the extent and distribution of such a putative large-scale beta frequency band network and to disentangle the information carried in frequency specific coupling in such a beta network when compared to the network of brain areas that synchronize at theta frequency band (Womelsdorf and Everling 2015).
Cellular mechanisms. One possible mechanism for ACC-FEF phase-synchronization could be based on interactions of a subclass of parvalbumin expressing, fast spiking interneurons and subsets of pyramidal cells showing resonance to theta rhythmic inhibition (Stark et al. 2013). Stark and colleagues (2013) have documented that these interneurons induce theta rhythmic firing in pyramidal cells in the medial prefrontal cortex of rodents that is considered to be partly functional analogous to primate anterior cingulate cortices (Barbas 2015; Passingham and Wise 2012). Importantly, during 3-10 Hz theta rhythmic inhibition, pyramidal cell firing was not reduced as would be expected for an inhibitory regime, and even showed increased post-inhibitory firing, essentially implementing a theta mediated amplification of firing (Stark et al. 2013). Such theta-mediated amplification of spike output may facilitate and sustain long-range theta coherence between anterior cingulate, hippocampal, parietal and medial prefrontal structures of the rodent (Sirota et al. 2008). This widespread theta synchronization emerges in rodents during choice tasks that require working memory recall of spatial reward associations similar to spatial target associations that need to be maintained in my oculomotor response task (Benchenane et al. 2010; Siapas et al. 2005). I speculate that these rodent studies could therefore be informative about the cellular basis of working memory networks in primates. Consistent with this suggestion, a recent study in macaque ACC and lateral PFC identified two functional subclasses of a total of seven separable classes, one putative interneuron subclass and one putative pyramidal cell subclass, that showed a particular prominent phase synchronization with LFP’s at theta band frequencies (Ardid et al. 2015). These theta band neurons segregated from other functional classes of neurons that either did not synchronize to the LFP at any frequency,
or that preferred to phase align their spiking activity with beta band oscillatory activity instead of theta frequencies (Ardid et al. 2015). Taken together, these findings suggest that frequency-specific synchronization of firing could be established by subsets of interneurons and pyramidal cells that share intrinsic resonance properties, and that are largely segregated from neuron populations that synchronize their firing to LFP activity at, e.g. beta band frequencies (Roux and Buzsaki 2015; Womelsdorf et al. 2014b).

**Summary.** In summary, the increased ACC-FEF phase synchrony and also increased causal effect of the ACC over FEF during the delay period suggests that the ACC-FEF interaction serves a functional role. The increased ACC unit-FEF LFP coupling in the delay period of the contra-versive saccades could indicate that the ACC biases FEF to generate a contra-versive saccade (Figure 3.8). My results also suggest that FEF sends target location signals to the ACC through increased FEF unit-ACC LFP coupling in the delay period of contra-versive saccades (Figure 3.8). I speculate that selective theta and beta frequency coherence of the FEF and ACC during working memory delays reveals how top-down information is actively coordinated to ensure the effective harvesting of rewards during top-down controlled behavior. I speculate that theta cycles may provide the critical reference for neuronal spikes in distributed brain systems to code for goal- and choice-relevant information (Kayser et al. 2012; Mizuseki et al. 2009; Pezzulo et al. 2014; Womelsdorf et al. 2014b).
Figure 3.8. Illustration of recorded brain area locations and summary of main inter-arealet ACC-FEF modulations observed in this study. (A) ACC and FEF recording locations (in red shading) shown on a rendering of a semi-inflated macaque brain. (B, C) Illustration of main inter-arealet effects in the theta (B) and beta (C) band with the thickness of connections indicating the strength or prevalence of the effects. LFP-LFP coherence (top row) was modulated during the delay in >75% of LFP-LFP pairs in both frequencies (with increased coherence in the largest majority). Granger causality (middle row) increased during the delay for both ACC-FEF and FEF-ACC directions, but the ACC to FEF granger causal flow was stronger than FEF to ACC granger causal flow at both, theta and beta frequencies. Spike-LFP coherence (bottom row) increased for both directions during the delay in the theta band, but was different between delay and baseline merely in one beta frequency bin (at 22Hz) for ACC spike to FEF LFP sites for contra-versive saccades. Reduced inter-arealet modulation prior to error commission was evident in both frequencies across different measures and is described in the text.
3.6. REFERENCES:


3.7. SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS:

3.7.1. Subjects:

Two male adult macaque monkeys (*M. mulatta* and *M. fascicularis*) weighing 7-9 kg were subjects in this study. Recording chambers were implanted over the right arcuate sulcus and right anterior cingulate sulcus based on previously obtained MRIs. Details for the surgical procedures have been described previously (Phillips et al. 2014). Postsurgical MRIs were obtained to confirm the location of the recording chambers and to allow reconstruction of the recording sites. All experimental procedures and animal care were implemented in accordance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council of Animal Care policy on the care and use of laboratory animals and an ethics protocol approved by the Animal Users Subcommittee of the University of Western Ontario Council on Animal Care. The monkeys were under close supervision by the university veterinarians.

3.7.2. Behavioral Task:

Animals were trained to perform a standard memory-guided saccade (Figure 3.1 A). Each trial started with the presentation of a white central fixation point (0.15°). Once monkeys fixated this spot within a 0.5°×0.5° window for 500ms, a white target stimulus (0.15°) was presented for 100ms with equal probability in one of 8 cardinal directions (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°) at a distance of 9° from the central fixation point. The animals were required to maintain fixation during the stimulus presentation and during the 1000ms period following stimulus presentation, which I define as the delay period of the task. During the delay period the central fixation point remained illuminated and the target stimulus was not visible. The offset of the central fixation point
instructed the monkeys to perform a saccade toward the remembered target location. To obtain a water reward, the monkeys were required to perform a saccade within 500ms after the offset of the central fixation point toward the remembered location (window of 5° x 5°) and to maintain fixation at the remembered target location for a random period of 300-600ms. If the animal correctly performed all the required steps, the target stimulus reappeared and the animal received a water reward (Figure 3.1 A). Eye movements were recorded at 500Hz and 1000 Hz using video eye trackers (EyeLink II and EyeLink 1000, Kanata, ON, Canada). Presentation of the behavioral stimuli, monitoring of the responses and reward delivery were controlled using CORTEX as the experimental control software (NIMH, Bethesda, MA, USA). Task events, vertical and horizontal eye positions and digitized neural signals were stored together using either a Plexon MAP or Omniplex system (Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX). I visually inspected the eye traces and the trials in which the eye movement trajectory deviated from the normal pathway were excluded. Monkey 1 correctly performed 94.68% and monkey 2 correctly performed 89.97% of memory-guided saccade trials.

The animals did not make many errors in the memory-guided saccade task and this makes the analysis of performance-related effects challenging. To overcome this shortcoming of the memory-guided saccade task, I also used a randomly interleaved pro-/anti-saccade task and the anti-saccade task led to more direction error trials. In this task, each trial started with the appearance of a central fixation point (0.15°) the color of which instructed the monkeys to perform a pro- or anti-saccade on stimulus presentation. The fixation point remained illuminated for a period of 1100-1400ms, which I designate as the preparatory period. The monkeys were required to maintain fixation during the
preparatory period and then the target stimulus appeared at a distance of 9° either to the right or left of the central fixation point. In pro-saccade trials, the monkeys were required to saccade towards the target stimulus and in anti-saccade trials they had to make a saccade towards the mirror location of the target stimulus (Figure 3.1 A). To obtain a water reward, the monkeys were required to maintain fixation at the target location for a random period of 300-600ms. Monkey 1 correctly performed 76.85% and monkey 2 correctly performed 82.63% of anti-saccade trials.

3.7.3. Electrophysiological Recordings:

FEF and ACC recordings were performed by advancing tungsten microelectrodes (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) through guide tubes into the brain using software controlled precision micro-drives (NAN Instruments Ltd., Israel) on a daily basis. The micro-drives were assembled on a plastic grid with 1mm inter-hole distance. At the beginning of each experimental session, 2-4 electrodes were advanced into the FEF and ACC. The coordinates of the ACC recording sites for monkey 1 were 5-17 mm anterior, 8-12 mm dorsal and 2-4 mm to the right side of the anterior commissure. Similarly, the coordinates of the ACC recording sites for monkey 2 were 7-17 mm anterior, 12-16 mm dorsal and 2-4 mm to the right side of the anterior commissure. The coordinates of the FEF recording sites for monkey 1 were 1 mm anterior, 8-12 mm dorsal and 13-16 mm to the right side of the anterior commissure. The coordinates of the FEF recording sites for monkey 2 were 2-4 mm anterior, 10-16 mm dorsal and 12-16 mm to the right side of the anterior commissure. The ACC recording sites included areas 24d, 24b and 10m according to the composite monkey brain atlas of Van Essen et al. (Van Essen et al. 2012). The proper location of the FEF electrodes was confirmed by electrical micro-stimulation as
previously described (Bruce et al. 1985) (train duration of 70 ms set at 300 Hz, biphasic pulses of 0.2 ms duration, current < 50µA). Supplementary Figure 3.1 shows a reconstruction of the ACC and FEF recording sites.

The signal from each electrode was pre-amplified (Plexon Inc.) and band-pass filtered between 0.5-250 Hz for LFP signals and between 250-8000 Hz for the single-/multi-units and digitized at the frequency of 40kHz. Each area’s signal was referenced separately against the corresponding recording chamber. The sampling rate for LFP signals was set at 1000 Hz. ACC and FEF multi-neuron activity was isolated offline by applying a threshold ± 3-5 standard deviations above or below the average raw signal to separate the multi-neuron activity from noise. I further visually inspected the waveforms to confirm that this procedure resulted in normal waveforms and the multi-units with abnormal waveform shape were excluded from the analysis. I will refer to multi-neuron activity as units throughout the paper.

3.7.4. Data Analysis:

Spectral Power Analysis. All of the data analyses were performed with custom written Matlab code (Mathworks, Natick, MA) using the fieldtrip toolbox (http://www.ru.nl/fcdonders/fieldtrip/) (Oostenveld et al. 2011). I first performed an artifact rejection procedure. In this procedure, the trials in which the LFP power exceeded 4 standard deviations from the average were excluded from the analysis. Then, I performed Fast Fourier transformation following hanning tapering of the data (Bosman et al. 2012) (a multi-taper method with a discrete prolate spheroidal sequence was used to analyze 40-100Hz frequencies) around the time of the target stimulus onset and the delay period. The analysis window started at 1500 ms prior to and ended at 1200ms after the
target stimulus onset. The analysis time window did not have any overlap with the reward presentation to avoid contamination of the data with possible reward consumption artifacts. I performed the frequency analysis using a 670 ms sliding time window in 50ms steps. The power spectra for individual channels were z-score normalized using a baseline of 500-1000 ms prior to the fixation point onset in both memory-guided saccade task and pro/anti-saccade task.

Field-Field coherence analysis. I performed a phase coherence analysis between FEF and ACC electrodes using Weighted Phase Lag Index (Lipsman et al. 2014; Phillips et al. 2014; Vinck et al. 2011) (WPLI-debiased; see (Vinck et al. 2011) for a detailed mathematical definition of the method). Briefly, WPLI is exclusively based on the imaginary component of the cross-spectrum and it is insensitive to volume conduction from a single source or a common reference. Furthermore, the WPLI is more robust to noise and is invariant when two dependent sources mix linearly and thus, it is more sensitive in detection of the true interactions between two signals (Lipsman et al. 2014; Vinck et al. 2011). WPLI is defined:

$$\frac{\sum_{m=1}^{N} \mathbb{I}\{X_{j}\}}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} |\mathbb{I}\{X_{j}\}|}$$

(1)

Here, $\mathbb{I}\{X_{j}\}$ is the imaginary component of the cross-spectrum in the $j$-th trial. Sample size is a concern when using WPLI and hence, I used WPLI-debiased which estimates the squared WPLI. WPLI-debiased has negligible sample size bias for datasets of small sample size (Vinck et al. 2011). In order to test for the difference in WPLI-debiased coherence across experimental conditions, I first averaged the WPLI-debiased theta band coherence across the appropriate time window for each channel pair (e.g. 400-1100ms following the target stimulus as the delay related WPLI-debiased theta coherence and
700ms prior to fixation point onset as the baseline WPLI-debiased coherence in the memory-guided saccade task). Then, I performed a t-test to investigate whether there is a statistically significant difference across experimental conditions. I performed the comparison of WPLI-debiased coherence between correct and error trials with the adjusted number of correct trials relative to errors and the results showed significant effects as I have reported in this manuscript. I also used a permutation test to further validate the results obtained by the t-tests. In this test, I pooled the data from two conditions and randomly split the pooled data into two groups with the same sample sizes for a minimum of 1000 times. Afterwards, I obtained a distribution of the difference in the means of the shuffled groups. If the difference of the means of the original samples fell at least > 95% of the generated distribution (>97.5% for two-tailed tests), I considered the difference between groups as significant. I obtained statistically significant results in all the comparisons that t-test yielded statistical significance; thus, I could validate the t-test results with this permutation test.

The WPLI-debiased method outputs a single value for a given trial set and thus, I cannot perform a traditional statistics to test whether there is a difference in WPLI-debiased coherence between the baseline and delay period of a single channel pair. To test for a statistically significant difference in coherence between baseline (700ms before fixation onset) and delay (400-1100ms after stimulus onset) period in a single channel pair, I used a bootstrapping approach. I created 1000 bootstraps with replacement of the original trial set and obtained a distribution of the WPLI-debiased for the baseline and delay periods. The difference between baseline and delay was determined to be significant if the mean of the WPLI-debiased in the delay period fell above or below the
99.9<sup>th</sup> percentile of the WPLI-debiased distribution of the baseline period. In order to further confirm the results of the bootstrapping procedure, I pooled the baseline and delay WPLI-debiased results and randomly assigned them into two groups. Then, I tested whether the mean difference between the original baseline and delay period falls above or below the 99.9<sup>th</sup> percentile of the mean difference of the randomly generated groups. The results of this procedure yielded nearly identical results to the bootstrapping procedure I have described above.

*Granger causality analysis:* To analyze the directionality of interactions, I performed Granger-causality analysis. Granger-causality analysis is based on modeling the two time series as a vector autoregressive model,

\[
x_1(t) = \sum_{m=1}^{M}(A_{11}(\tau)x_1(t-\tau) + A_{12}(\tau)x_2(t-\tau) + \epsilon_1(t)
\]

\[
x_2(t) = \sum_{m=1}^{M}(A_{22}(\tau)x_2(t-\tau) + A_{21}(\tau)x_1(t-\tau) + \epsilon_2(t).
\]

In this equation, the two signals are predicted by a linear combination of their own past values, and the past values of the other time series. The residual errors (unexplained variance) are captured by the variables \(\epsilon_1(t)\) and \(\epsilon_2(t)\), with covariance matrix \(\Sigma\). I estimated the coefficients for the VAR model by setting the order \(M=32\) and using the armorf function in the BSMART toolbox (Cui et al. 2008) to find the least-squares solution to equation (2). I then used the standard decomposition of Granger’s time domain causality into frequency-domain Granger-causality, as developed by Geweke et al. (1982) (Geweke 1982). Fourier transformation of equation (2) yields the spectral decomposition

\[
S(f) = H(f)\Sigma H^*(f)
\]

The frequency-domain Granger-causality from \(x_2\) to \(x_1\) is now defined as
\[
I_{2 \rightarrow 1} = \ln \frac{S_{11}(f)}{S_{11}(f) - \left(\frac{\Sigma_{12}}{\Sigma_{11}}\right) H_{12}(f)}^2
\]  

This expression can be understood as the log fraction of intrinsic power in the first signal at frequency \(f\) over the amount of power that remains after the predictions from the second signal have been factored in.

It is well established that Granger-causality can be sensitive to both uncorrelated and correlated noise that is superimposed on the measurements of the signals of interest. This can lead to a substantial amount of false alarms in the identification of Granger-causality relationships (see (Haufe et al. 2013; Javor-Duray et al. 2015; Nolte et al. 2008; Vinck et al. 2015; Winkler et al. 2015)). I have recently shown that an effective control for the noise problem can be achieved by using the time reversal of signals. If the Granger-causality from \(x_1\) to \(x_2\) is stronger than the Granger-causality from \(x_2\) to \(x_1\), then I expect that the reverse holds true when I time-reverse the signals. Thus, I only accept conclusions about the asymmetry of Granger-causality when both conditions hold true. For the analysis of the present dataset, I determined for each channel combination whether the asymmetry in Granger-causality values in the theta-frequency range flipped after time-reversing the signals. I only selected those ACC-FEF channel combinations for which this held true. In other words, if an ACC (FEF) channel tended to Granger-cause the FEF (ACC) channel in the theta-range, then I expected that the FEF (ACC) channel would Granger-cause the ACC (FEF) channel after time-reversing the signals. As shown by (Vinck et al. 2015), this provides a highly effective procedure to diminish the influence of correlated and uncorrelated noise.

The Granger causal effect of the ACC over FEF is shown as \(G_{\text{ACC} \rightarrow \text{FEF}}\) and the Granger causal effect of FEF over ACC is denoted as \(G_{\text{FEF} \rightarrow \text{ACC}}\). The overall causal
effect of ACC over FEF was derived by implementing the \((G_{ACC} \rightarrow FEF - G_{FEF} \rightarrow ACC)\) equation. The results shown in Figures 3.3 F and 3.3 H are obtained by implementing the \((G_{ACC} \rightarrow FEF - G_{FEF} \rightarrow ACC)\) equation. The results shown in Supplementary Figure 3.4 A depicts \(G_{ACC} \rightarrow FEF\), Supplementary Figure 3.4 B shows \(G_{FEF} \rightarrow ACC\), and Supplementary Figure 3.4 C shows both \(G_{ACC} \rightarrow FEF\) (blue) and \(G_{FEF} \rightarrow ACC\) (red). I tested the difference between the baseline (700 ms before fixation onset) and the delay period (400-1100 ms following stimulus onset), using a t-test. I further confirmed the results of the t-test by implementing a permutation test. The permutation test procedure is described in detail above.

I also shuffled the time-frequency transformed raw data and computed the corresponding Granger values to obtain the chance level Granger. Then I compared the chance level \(G_{ACC} \rightarrow FEF\) and \(G_{FEF} \rightarrow ACC\) values to the original Granger values from the non-shuffled dataset. I observed that across theta and beta frequencies, both the \(G_{ACC} \rightarrow FEF\) and \(G_{FEF} \rightarrow ACC\) values in the baseline and delay periods were above the chance level.

**Spike-Field coherence analysis.** I used the Pairwise Phase consistency PPC as a measure of spike-field synchrony; for a detailed mathematical definition see (Vinck et al. 2012). Briefly, the PPC measure is robust to variations in the neuronal spike rate and to possible inter-dependencies of the spike-LFP phases (Vinck et al. 2013). It is defined as

\[
PPC = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j\neq i}^{M} U_{i} U_{j}}{M\cdot(M-1)}
\]

Here, M is the number of spikes, \(U_{i}\) is the vector describing the x and y component of the spike-LFP phase for the i-th. I only included units with at least 50 spiking events in the tested conditions to obtain a reliable and robust results and increase the statistical power of the analysis as has been shown before (Cabral et al. 2014; Liebe et al. 2012;
Womelsdorf et al. 2012). I performed a paired t-test and also a permutation test to probe the significant difference of the PPC across experimental conditions. I have described the permutation procedure above. In order to correct for multiple comparisons, I have implemented the false discovery rate (FDR) algorithm as described by Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) (Benjamini and Yekutieli 2001).

In order to test for significant spike-field coupling across single ACC-unit-to-FEF-LFP and FEF-unit-to-ACC-LFP, I performed a permutation test. I first randomly shuffled the spikes across the tested conditions (e.g. baseline and delay) and obtained a distribution of the PPC values in the randomized experimental conditions. Then, I tested whether the PPC values of the original non-randomized conditions fell above or below the 2.5th percentile of the randomization distribution. If so, I designated that unit-LFP pair as having a significant modulation across the tested conditions.

3.7.5. Supplementary references:


Supplementary Figure 3.1. Schematic reconstruction of the recording sites. The recording sites are overlaid on the F99 surface (using Caret software, Van Essen lab) according to the composite atlas of Van Essen et al. (2012)\textsuperscript{2}. The left column is the reconstruction of the ACC recording sites shown on a fiducial (up), inflated (middle) and flat surface map. The arrows on the top and middle panels denote the location of the angle of the Arcuate sulcus. Similarly, the left column sows the reconstruction of the FEF recording sites.
**Supplementary Figure 3.2. WPLI-debiased spectrum.** (A) The phase synchronization spectrum between ACC and FEF in memory-guided saccades is depicted across all recording pairs (n=674). The panel shows larger ACC-FEF phase synchronization across theta and beta bands in the delay period (400-1100ms following the stimulus onset, blue) compared to the baseline (700ms prior to the fixation onset, black). (B) The phase synchronization spectrum between ACC and FEF in pro-/anti-saccades is depicted across all recording pairs (n=674). The panel shows larger ACC-FEF phase synchronization across theta and beta bands in the preparatory period (400-1100 ms following the fixation onset, blue) compared to the baseline (700 ms prior to the fixation onset, black). The shading shows +/- SEM.
Supplementary Figure 3.3. Increased theta-coherence between ACC and FEF after event-related signal subtraction. (A) Time-Frequency spectra of the WPLI-debiased coherence between the FEF and ACC in memory-guided saccade task after subtraction of the averaged event-related potentials from the raw signal. The white contour shows the area in which the subsequent analyses were performed (see Methods). The dashed lines demarcate the time of the onset and offset of the target stimulus. (B) WPLI-debiased FEF-ACC coherence spectrum of the individual monkeys in the delay period across all recording pairs (n=674). (C) Theta band (3-9 Hz) time course of the ACC-FEF WPLI-debiased phase synchronization. (D) Beta band (12-30 Hz) time course of the ACC-FEF WPLI-debiased phase synchronization.
Supplementary Figure 3.4. Granger causality spectrum between ACC and FEF. (A) Causal effect of ACC over FEF ($G_{\text{ACC} \rightarrow \text{FEF}}$) in the delay period (400-1100ms following the stimulus onset, blue) and the baseline (700 ms prior to fixation onset, black). The causal effect of ACC over FEF is larger in the delay period across theta and beta frequency range. (B) Causal effect of FEF over ACC ($G_{\text{FEF} \rightarrow \text{ACC}}$) in the delay period (red) and the baseline (black). The causal effect of FEF over ACC is larger in the delay period across theta and beta frequency range. (C) Causal effect of ACC over FEF ($G_{\text{ACC} \rightarrow \text{FEF}}$, blue) is higher than the causal effect of FEF over ACC ($G_{\text{FEF} \rightarrow \text{ACC}}$, red) in the delay period across theta and beta frequency range. The shading depicts +/- SEM. The ACC-FEF channel pairs (n=275) that displayed reversed Granger causality following the reversal of time series are included in this figure.
Supplementary Figure 3.5. Pairwise phase consistencies (PPCs) across alpha band. (A) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the ACC units with the LFP’s recorded in the FEF across the alpha frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-verseive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-verseive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-verseive saccades in the delay period (right). (B) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the FEF units with the LFP’s recorded in the ACC across the alpha frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-verseive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-verseive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-verseive saccades in the delay period (right). Error bars denote SEM in all panels. *: p < 0.05, paired t-test.)
Supplementary Figure 3.6. Pairwise phase consistencies (PPCs) across gamma band. (A) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the ACC units with the LFP’s recorded in the FEF across the gamma frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). (B) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the FEF units with the LFP’s recorded in the ACC across the gamma frequency range. Comparison between baseline and delay of contra-versive saccades (left), comparison between baseline and delay of ipsi-versive saccades (middle) and comparison between the contra- and ipsi-versive saccades in the delay period (right). Error bars denote SEM in all panels. *: p < 0.05, paired t-test.)
Supplementary Figure 3.7. Pairwise phase consistencies (PPCs) spectrum. (A) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the ACC units with the LFP’s recorded in the FEF across the frequency range of 1.5-100 Hz in the delay period of memory-guided saccade task. (B) PPC spike-field coherence spectrum of the population of the FEF units with the LFP’s recorded in the ACC across the frequency range of 1.5-100 Hz in the delay period of memory-guided saccade task. In both panels, the peak spike-field coupling is observed in theta frequency range. Shades denote +/- SEM.
CHAPTER 4:

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION:

4.1. SUMMARY OF THE MAIN FINDINGS:

4.1.1. FEF is functionally connected to the ACC and there is a difference between the functional connectivity of the medial and lateral FEF:

The detailed explanation of the medial and lateral functional connectivity results is discussed in chapter 2. Here, I will provide more details specifically regarding the functional connectivity of the medial and lateral FEF with ACC. I observed that areas in the medial wall of the hemispheres, namely anterior and posterior cingulate cortices, show a higher degree of functional connectivity with medial than lateral FEF. Specifically in the anterior cingulate cortex, our maps show that caudal area 24 and areas of the cingulate cortex rostral to the genu of corpus callosum are functionally connected to the medial FEF. Schall and colleagues have shown that medial FEF is connected with area 23, that corresponds to the posterior cingulate cortex (Schall et al. 1995). However, the authors did not report the connectivity of the FEF with ACC. In another study conducted by Bates and Goldman-Rakic, tracer injection in area 8a (that corresponds to our medial FEF seed) led to anterograde and retrograde labeling throughout much of the cingulate cortex (Bates and Goldman-Rakic 1993). Although in that study the investigators did not inject tracers in area 8Av, which corresponds to our lateral FEF
seed, Bates and Goldman-Rakic reported that area 12 which is located rostral to the inferior limb of the arcuate sulcus has very weak connections with cingulate cortex (Bates and Goldman-Rakic 1993). In another study, Wang et al. found two areas in the anterior cingulate cortex, which were retrogradely labeled following FEF tracer injection, but the injection was not confined exclusively to the medial or lateral FEF (Wang et al. 2004). None of the above mentioned studies differentiated the connectivity of medial and lateral FEF throughout the cingulate areas, thus I cannot directly compare my findings with traditional tracing studies.

Furthermore, my findings demonstrated that SMA and area 46 are functionally connected to the medial FEF. Similarly, Bates and Goldman-Rakic have reported that area 8a is connected to the SMA (Bates and Goldman-Rakic 1993). In addition, Tian and Lynch have also shown that FEF is connected to area 46 but they have not distinguished the connectivity of medial vs. lateral FEF with area 46 (Tian and Lynch 1996). The fact that medial FEF is connected to both dl-PFC and ACC, but not the ventro-lateral prefrontal cortex (vl-PFC), suggests that these areas might share common physiological and functional characteristics. The dl-PFC has been documented to have extensive anatomical connectivity with the ACC, whereas vl-PFC does not appear to send/receive extensive projections to/from ACC (Petrides 2005). This finding is in line with my results and could suggest that medial FEF is connected with ACC and dl-PFC through mono- or polysynaptic projections. The next question arises is, does the anatomical connectivity between medial FEF, dl-PFC and ACC lead to shared functional properties across these frontal areas?
It has been suggested that the dl-PFC is involved in working memory performance. Although dl-PFC lesions do not result in complete loss of working memory capability, the capacity to maintain working memory of multiple objects is substantially reduced (Petrides 2000). Axonal fibers originating in dl-PFC, but not vl-PFC, pass medially and caudally to target cingulate cortex and then, follow through the retrosplenial areas and end in hippocampal regions (Petrides and Pandya 2004). These connections could aid dl-PFC in effective performance of working memory functions, especially because ACC is also suggested to be involved in working memory functions (Brignani et al. 2010).

The other consequence of the connectivity between ACC and medial prefrontal areas could be explained through the shared involvement of these areas in monitoring the consequences of actions. In a study conducted by Petrides et al., it was shown that vl-PFC was activated in response to a task in which subjects were required to distinguish between novel and familiar objects (Petrides et al. 2002). However, when the task involved monitoring the previous selection of the familiar objects, both the vl-PFC and dl-PFC were co-activated. This indicated that dl-PFC could be involved in monitoring the previous actions and their consequences. Such a performance monitoring role has also been described for ACC (Johnston et al. 2007; Procyk et al. 2016) and discussed in more detail in the general introduction section.

Taken together, my results indicated that medial FEF, dl-PFC and ACC are parts of a broader functional network. Additionally, my results support the notion that the functional connectivity of these areas may underlie their co-activation in tasks with higher cognitive demands, and that both dl-PFC and ACC are involved in monitoring the
efficient performance of tasks. In the next section, I will present the proposed mechanisms by which these areas communicate with each other in order to correctly perform behavioral tasks.

4.1.2. **Theta and beta band synchronization is involved in the communication between FEF and ACC:**

We have demonstrated that the ACC and FEF display synchronized activity across theta and beta frequency bands and the strength of synchronization could predict the correct performance of the tasks. Even further, the ACC and FEF units were synchronized to FEF and ACC theta, and to a lesser extent beta activity. We have also previously demonstrated that ACC and FEF (especially the medial FEF) are parts of a functional network that include dl-PFC and also posterior parietal areas. I discussed in chapter 3 that the communication between ACC and FEF has a functional role in working memory performance. However, I also observed strong theta and to some extent beta band synchronization in the preparatory periods of pro-/anti-saccade task. This finding suggests that the functional network, of which ACC and FEF are parts, is not only involved in working memory, but also involved in other processes with varying cognitive demands. The activation of the same brain regions across different tasks has been previously reported, e.g. by Duncan and Owen (2000). The authors concluded that although each prefrontal region has been implicated in specialized cognitive functions, the involvement of prefrontal areas in diverse cognitive domains could be indicative of recruitment of a network of lateral prefrontal and dorsal cingulate areas in performance of cognitively demanding tasks. Our results provide evidence in support of this hypothesis.
and we suggest that theta and beta synchrony could facilitate the communication between these areas.

My results also provide indirect evidence with regards to the physiological correlates of resting-state fMRI functional connectivity. The physiological mechanisms underlying resting-state fMRI functional connectivity has been a puzzling question in the field of neuroimaging. Logothetis and colleagues published one of the first papers that addressed this issue (Logothetis et al. 2001). The authors observed that the BOLD signal has the highest correlation with the local field potential (LFP) activity compared to the multi-unit activity. The authors concluded that the BOLD signal fluctuations in a given brain area are the product of the input and local neural processing rather than spiking output (Logothetis et al. 2001).

The question arises here is, which frequency band in LFP signal better correlates with the BOLD signal fluctuations? There have been several studies with somewhat contrasting results addressing this question. Leopold and colleagues (2003) have shown that the gamma band LFP power at a particular moment further fluctuates at a low frequency (< 0.1 Hz). Furthermore, the slow fluctuations across gamma band follow the characteristic $1/f$ pattern similar to the BOLD signal fluctuations (Leopold et al. 2003). In another study, a simultaneous LFP and fMRI recording experiment was conducted to investigate the correlation of neural activity with the BOLD signal (Shmuel and Leopold 2008). The investigators recorded the multi-unit activity and also LFP signal in the area V1 (primary visual area) and then, correlated this activity with the BOLD signal. They found that the relative multi-unit power fluctuations and particularly the gamma band power fluctuations correlated with time-lag BOLD signal. The correlation was strongest
with a ~6 seconds time lag between the BOLD signal and electrophysiological measures. This time lag corresponds well with the characteristic BOLD signal hemodynamic response function.

In a different study, the authors have performed fMRI and electrophysiological recordings in separate sessions (Wang et al. 2012). The electrophysiological recordings were performed in four distributed network sites. It was observed that these distant sites displayed phase synchronization mainly across lower frequency ranges (<20Hz). Therefore, the authors suggested that lower frequencies might be responsible for the coherent BOLD signal fluctuations across distant areas (Wang et al. 2012). This finding is apparently in contrast to the previous studies demonstrating the correlation of BOLD signal with gamma power. However, it was shown that there was a strong cross-frequency coupling between phase of the lower frequencies and gamma power. The authors argued that the cross-frequency coupling could explain the gamma power correlation between distant brain areas, i.e. distant brain areas synchronize through lower frequencies and the gamma band synchronizes locally with the lower frequencies (Wang et al. 2012).

In a study conducted in our lab, simultaneous LFP and fMRI recordings were performed to further investigate the origin of the resting-state BOLD signal fluctuations. The results suggested that the spontaneous BOLD signal fluctuations exhibited positive correlation with the beta-low gamma band limited power (BLP) and negative correlation with that of the delta-theta band (Hutchison et al. 2015). It should be noted that the LFP signal was recorded in the prefrontal cortex (area 9/46d). The fact that different areas and neural circuits in the brain function through interactions across different frequency bands
has been previously described (Siegel et al. 2012). This could partially explain the discrepancy between the aforementioned studies, because each study has examined a different brain area through a variety of recording and analytical techniques.

Taken together, my results are in favor of theta and beta band synchronization as the underlying physiological correlate of the resting-state fMRI functional connectivity between FEF and ACC. However, this cannot be generalized to the functional connectivity between other brain regions, because each brain area might have varying oscillatory properties that are different than that of the ACC and FEF.

4.1.3. ACC affects FEF in memory-guided saccade task:

The results of Granger causality analysis showed that the causal effect of ACC over FEF is higher than that of the FEF over ACC. This was an expected result given the role of ACC in higher cognitive functions. However, I still found that the FEF affects ACC, although to a lower extent than ACC affects FEF. The content of the FEF $\rightarrow$ ACC signal could be information regarding target location, given the extensive input FEF receives from visual areas (Ungerleider et al. 2008). Furthermore, FEF could send information regarding the subsequent motor plans to the ACC, so that ACC can process the expected outcome of these plans. The content of information sent from ACC to FEF could be a cognitive control signal related to the retained location of the saccade target in the memory-guided saccade task or the task rule in pro-/anti-saccade task. The causal effect of the ACC over FEF and vice versa seem to be conducted through theta and to a lesser extent beta band.

The involvement of beta band frequency in top-down control has received more attention than the theta band in the literature. For instance, it has been shown that the beta
band directional causal effect is asymmetric between PFC and posterior parietal cortex (PPC) (Salazar et al. 2012). Furthermore, it has been suggested that lower beta range frequencies (10-20 Hz) are involved in top-down control of visual selective attention (Bressler and Richter 2015). Correspondingly, the low beta activity is suggested to be involved in facilitating the influence of higher order visual areas over area V1 during attentional selection of visual stimuli (Bressler and Richter 2015). There is a recent emerging hypothesis suggesting that low beta band top-down control is mediated through the interaction with bottom-up gamma band oscillations (Wang 2010). According to this hypothesis which is so-called the Wang circuit, gamma band activity is generated in supragranular neurons in lower level cortical areas and relayed via layer II/III projection neurons to the layer IV input of the higher order cortical areas (Roopun et al. 2008). Conversely, the beta band activity of the infragranular layer in the higher level cortical area propagates through layer V neurons to the supragranular layer of the lower level area (Buffalo et al. 2011). The Wang circuit predicts that the stimulus related information is relayed from lower level to higher level areas through gamma band mediated mechanisms. This prediction has been shown to hold true; i.e. it has been demonstrated that the gamma band synchrony between V1 and V4 is essentially a bottom-up mechanism connecting the V4 with relevant retinotopic location of the attended stimuli in V1 (Bosman et al. 2012).

My findings are in line with the role of beta band synchrony in top-down control, i.e. the net direction of causal effect was from ACC to FEF across beta frequency range. However, I also found a strong causal effect of ACC over FEF across theta range frequencies. Even further, the spike-field coherence of ACC and FEF units with FEF and
ACC LFPs respectively, were more reliable across theta than beta range frequencies. This could be explained by the various patterns of oscillatory activity in different brain areas (Siegel et al. 2012). For instance, it has been repeatedly shown that the theta band is involved in the communication between prefrontal cortex and hippocampus (Hyman et al. 2005; Siapas et al. 2005; Siegel et al. 2012). Also, as mentioned in the introduction, the ACC displays prominent theta band activity (Womelsdorf et al. 2010), however, the involvement of theta band in top-down control of ACC over other frontal areas has not been thoroughly explored and my results provide evidence in this regard.

4.2. CAVEATS AND LIMITATIONS:

4.2.1. Limited ability to record from multiple sites:

The first caveat of this thesis is that it involves recordings only in sub-regions of the ACC and FEF. In order to explore the synchronization between ACC and frontal cortex, it would be ideal to record simultaneously from multiple sub-regions of ACC, multiple areas in dl-PFC and vl-PFC, as well as in the FEF. This would allow us to investigate synchronization across these sub-regions and examine whether there is a distinct synchronization pattern in each area, or the synchronization patterns are homogeneous across these frontal areas. However, there were technical constraints in doing so. I used computer-controlled micro-drives to advance tungsten microelectrodes into the brain. These micro-drives are relatively large and it is practically difficult to fit a large number of these drives over the target recording sites. One solution for this caveat could be using implanted chronic microelectrode arrays that would enable us to record from a large
number of electrodes distributed across a larger surface area of the cortex. The other solution could be using a semi-chronic recording system that again makes it possible to record across multiple electrodes.

4.2.2. Lack of specificity with regards to the recorded layer of the cortex:

As mentioned above, each layer of the neocortex oscillates at a certain frequency range (Buffalo et al. 2011). Furthermore, different cortical regions send reciprocal projections through varying laminar layers of the cortex (Wang 2010). It would be of great interest if one could record from different laminas of the ACC and FEF cortices, and probe whether the so-called “Wang circuit” is also the underlying mechanism of communication between ACC and FEF. In order to do this, I should have used laminar high impedance electrodes in both sites to be able to record the single unit activity and also recognize the cortical layer of the recorded units. I could then understand in further detail the origin of theta and beta band in ACC and FEF, and the dynamics of the theta-beta band interaction in these areas. Indeed, very little is known regarding the theta-beta band interaction and the laminar recording could provide valuable information. It should be mentioned that recording from multiple cortical layers of the anterior bank of the arcuate sulcus could impose a technical challenge due to the anatomical constraints.
4.3. FUTURE DIRECTIONS:

4.3.1. Investigating the theta- and beta band synchronization of medial and lateral FEF with ACC:

As shown in chapter 2, the medial and lateral FEF exhibit distinct resting-state fMRI functional connectivity patterns. The medial FEF shows a stronger functional connectivity with ACC and even stronger with posterior cingulate cortex, whereas the lateral FEF does not exhibit a great deal of connectivity with ACC. The question that arises here is, is the synchronization pattern of the medial FEF different from that of the lateral FEF? One future direction will be to further analyze the data to answer this question. The results of this analysis could provide further evidence regarding the physiological mechanisms underlying resting-state fMRI functional connectivity. Furthermore, the results could further elucidate the dynamics of the communication between sub-regions of the large-scale brain networks.

4.3.2. Investigating the beta and theta band synchronization in pro-/anti-saccade task:

In the third chapter of this thesis, I have performed the analyses mainly for the memory-guided saccade task. I also performed similar simultaneous recordings between the FEF and ACC across a pro-/anti-saccade task. The next future direction will be performing similar analyses across pro-/anti-saccade trials and examine whether the observed results are similar or different than what we have reported for the memory-guided saccade task. I predict that the results of the pro-/anti-saccade task will be very similar to the results reported in chapter 3. The reason for this prediction is that I speculate the theta and beta band synchrony provide a temporal framework through which different sub-regions of the prefrontal functional networks in the brain interact. Therefore, the synchronization
patterns will be expected to persist regardless of the task conditions. Indeed, such an observation would be consistent with the idea of a core-network of cortical areas that are co-activated for various task demands (Crittenden et al. 2016; Duncan and Owen 2000; Humphreys and Lambon Ralph 2015).

4.3.3. Identifying specific sub-classes of single units in the ACC and FEF that are coupled with different frequency bands:

It can be hypothesized that different neuronal subtypes are coupled with certain frequency bands and their activity is modulated across specific task conditions and/or task epochs. We can classify neurons based on the shape of the action potential waveforms into putative interneurons and pyramidal neurons. Subsequently, we can investigate the synchronization pattern of each neuronal subtype and whether the synchronization pattern can predict certain functional properties in each subclass of neurons. The results of this analysis can provide valuable information with respect to the generators of certain frequency bands in the prefrontal cortex.
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- **2014** Volunteering in Epilepsy support center; GAME ON program for children with epileptic disorders, London ON, Canada
- **2013-2014** Neuroscience steward in GTA (Graduate Teaching Assistant) union, Western University, London ON, Canada
- **2009** Chief of Interns in the Dermatology and Infectious disease ward, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

**PUBLICATIONS**


- Mohammad-Reza Zarrindast, **Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran**, Savalan Babapoor-Farrokhran, Ameneh Rezayof; Involvement of opioidergic system of the ventral hippocampus, the nucleus accumbens or the central amygdala in anxiety-related behavior; Life Sciences 82 (2008) 1175–1181


- **Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran**, Stefan Everling; Role of anterior cingulate cortex in saccade control. Under preparation.
TALKS AND CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

- Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran, Stefan Everling; Theta-band coherent activity is involved in transmission of between frontal eye field and anterior cingulate cortex. Epilepsy research day, 2015, Western University, London, Ontario, Canada (Talk)
- Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran, Stefan Everling; Role of anterior cingulate cortex in saccade control. Epilepsy research day, 2015, Western University, London, Ontario, Canada (Talk)
- Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran, Martin Vinck, Thilo Womelsdorf, Stefan Everling; Spike-field coupling of the anterior cingulate cortex and frontal eye field in goal-directed eye movements. Society for Neuroscience, 2015; Chicago, IL, USA (Poster)
- Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran, Stefan Everling; Antidromic and orthodromic identification of anterior cingulate cortex neurons with projection to and from frontal eye fields. Electrophysiology workshop, 2014, Western University, London, Ontario, Canada (Talk)
- Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran, Thilo Womelsdorf, Martin Vinck, Kevin Johnston, Stefan Everling; Theta-band coherent activity is involved in transmission of task relevant information between frontal eye field and anterior cingulate cortex. Society for Neuroscience, 2014; Washington DC, USA (Poster)
- Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran, Kevin Johnston, Stefan Everling; Resting-state fMRI and electrophysiological characterization of connectivity between anterior cingulate cortex and frontal eye fields. Federation of European neuroscience Society, 2014; Milan, Italy (Poster)
- S. Babapoor-Farrokhran, K. Johnston, S. Everling; Beta-band Coherence Between Frontal Eye Field and Anterior Cingulate Cortex in Oculomotor Tasks. Society for Neuroscience, 2013; San-Diego, USA (Poster)
- S. Babapoor-Farrokhran, K. Johnston, S. Everling; Putative saccade-related area in cingulate cortex identified by resting-state fMRI in macaques. Society for Neuroscience, 2012; New Orleans, USA (Poster)
- S. Babapoor-Farrokhran, R. Hutchison, J. S. Gati, R. S. Menon, S. Everling; Resting state fMRI as a tool to localize putative saccade related brain areas in non-human primates. Society for Neuroscience, 2011; Washington, USA (Poster)
- Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran, Savalan Babapoor-Farrokhran, Mohammad-Reza Zarrindast, Ameneh Rezayof; poster presentation: Bicuculine counteracts the anxiolytic effects of SCH23390 microinjection in the rat ventral hippocampus. FENS 2008; Geneva; Switzerland. (Poster)
- Savalan Babapoor-Farrokhran, Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran, Mohammad-Reza Zarrindast, Ameneh Rezayof; poster presentation: Role of the opioidergic system in the rat nucleus accumbens on anxiety related behavior. FENS 2008; Geneva; Switzerland. (Poster)
- Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran, Savalan Babapoor-Farrokhran, Mohammad-Reza Zarrindast, Ameneh Rezayof; poster presentation: The Nucleus accumbens and the Ventral Tegmental area are involved in morphine induced anxiolytic behavior. IBRO 2007, Melbourne, Australia (Poster)
- Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran, Savalan Babapoor-Farrokhran, Mohammad-Reza Zarrindast, Ameneh Rezayof; poster presentation: The ventral hippocampus is involved in morphine-induced anxiolytic behavior. Mashhad (Iran) 18th physiology and pharmacology congress (2007) (Poster)
• **Sahand Babapoor-Farrokhran,** Mohammad-Reza Zarrindast, Ameneh Rezayof; poster presentation: The Dopaminergic system of ventral hippocampus is involved in anxiety related behavior. 3rd International congress on brain and behavior. Thessaloniki, Greece,(2007) (Poster)

**PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIPS**

• 2016 College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO)
• 2016 Professional Association of Residents of Ontario (PARO)
• 2012 Medical Council of Canada (MCC)
• 2011-2015 Member of Society of Graduate Studies (SOGS), Western University, London,
• 2011-2015 Member of Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTA) union, Western University, London, ON, Canada.
• 2011-2015 Member of Society for Neuroscience (SFN).
• 2008 Being accepted in Iran’s National Elites’ Foundation (Bonyade Mellie Nokhbeghan; [www.bmn.ir](http://www.bmn.ir)) ; A centre for outstanding students, scientists, artists and university faculties

**HOBBIES AND INTERESTS:**

• Car racing
• Skiing
• Camping (including fishing, winter camping and ice fishing)